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ON TO STATE — The Calloway County Speech and Debate Team will now travel to the Kentucky State Tour-
nament after qualifying several members of the team in the Regional tourney Saturday here. Staff Photo by David la
Fisher-Price Toys Is
Enlarging Market Base
New products from Fisher-Price
Toys, which operates a plant in
Murray, provide dramatic evidence
that the company is enlarging upon its
preschool marketing base and is
making a full-scale appeal to children
in the 4-9 age range, according to an
announcement from the company's
home office in East Aurora, N. Y. this
week.
Twenty-one new items, including five
toys introduced earlier for spring
selling, have been presented at the 1976
Toy Fair, each designed to strengthen
one of three distinct lines — infant ( 0 to
18 mos.), preschool ( 10 mos. to 4 yrs. ),
and grade school ( 4 to 9 yrs. ).
Indications from East Aurora were
that the new line of toys would be a
definite asset to Fisher-Price nation-
Entertaining for children at the Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care
Center recently was "Pockets the Clown," played by Pam Sisler. She will en-
tertain the children at the story hours at ten a.m. and three p.m. on Wednesday
at the Calloway County Public Library. Staff Photo by David Kill
County Woman Charged
In Shooting Saturday
A Calloway County woman has been
charged in the shooting of her husband
Saturday afternoon, according to
County Attorney Sid Easley.
Wanda Williams was released on
$5,000 bond by County Judge Robert 0.
Miller after being charged with first
Rain Tonight
Rain and possibly a few thunder-
showers tonight, low in the low to mid
40s. A little cooler with rain ending
Tuesday, high in the upper 40s to low
50s. Wednesday partly cloudy and mild.
degree assault in connection with the
shooting of her husband, Ray Williams.
Williams is listedln stable condition
today in the intensive care unit at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital with
a gunshot wound to the abdomen.
Easley said Mrs. Williams is alleged
to have shot her husband once with a .25
calibre automatic pistol after an
argument. The shooting allegedly
occurred at four p.m. Sautrday at the
Speedway service station on Highway
641 North.
An investigation of the incident was
conducted by county and city law en-
forcement authorities.
wide.
"Certainly the Murray operation is
definitely included," local plant
manager Roy Kain said. "Our par-
ticular line of toys seem to be a little
more popular than the rest of the line,"
Kain added.
The Murray operation currently
employs approximately 250 workers.
With its infants' business already
well-established via the popular Crib &
Playpen line, which is produced in tile
- Murray plant, and with the preschool
category solidly positioned, Fisher-
Price is making a full commitment to
children in the early grades with the
Adventure People and their greatly
expanded play environment.
The Adventure People toys for
children four to nine will have distin-
ctive packaging characterized by
bright graphics on a sand-colored
background, easily recognizable from
the white background of the Crib &
Playpen packaging and the traditional
blue and red of the preschool line.
Previously called the Adventure Series
when test marketed last year, the
assortment for early grade school
children was re-named the Adventure
People to give dual stress to the life-like
figures and the toys with which they
interact.
In the last decade we have seen a
decided growth in maturity in the toy
industry," Henry H. Coords, president
of Fisher-Price said. "Terms like
'professionalism' and 'growing up'
have been perhaps overdone, but there
are signs that the toy industry from
conception to sales across the counter












Deaths & Funerals 12
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House Bill Would Allow Electric
System To Serve All City Areas
A bill designed to allow municipally
owned electric systems to acquire by
purchase facilities of any other electric
system operating within the
municipality is presently being con-
sidered in the Public Utilities and
Transportation Committee of the
Kentucky House
The bill, introduced by Reps. Clay
Gay and C. M. "Hank" Hancock, is
supported by the Municipal Electrie
Power Association of Kentucky
(MEPAK).
Bill Barker, superintendent of the
Murray Electric System and secretary-
treasurer of MEPAK, said, "It ( the
bill) is something that we've felt was
critical to our needs here for a long
time. I feel that any citizen who lives
within the City of Murray is entitled to
all of the services of the city."
The House bill stipulates that a
municipality which owns and operates
an electric distribution system shall
have the dominant and primary right to
serve all electric-consuming facilities
located within territory heretofore or
herafter annexed into corporate limits
of such city.
The legislation also says that the
board of the municipal electric system
may elect to acquire by purchase the
facilities located within any territory
heretofore or hereafter annexed into
the corporate limits of the municipality
owned by any retail electric supplier
which is providing retail electric ser-
vice to electric-consuming facilities
within such territory and shall give
notice in writing of its intent to pur-
chase the facilities.
The proposed statute also gives the
municipal board the power to institute
condemnation proceedings if a
voluntary agreement cannot be
reached profIcind for the payment of
the "fair and reasonable value for the
facilities of the retail electric supplier
located in the annexed territory."
If the bill is approved, it would allow
the Murray Electric System to acquire
the rights to serve consumers who
presently live within the city limits, but
receive electric power from the West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation.
"We've attempted to negotiate for
these consumers that live within the
city and have been unsuccessful,
Barker said, as he reiterated his feeling
that consumers who live within the city
should be served by the municipal
electric system.
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CCHS Students Advance
To State Speech Tourney
Trigg County High School and
Calloway County High School ran 1-2
Saturday in the Murray Region Speech
Tournament at Murray State
University to qualify students in two
divisions for state level competition in
group events.
Eighteen students from Trigg County
and 12 from Calloway County won the
right in senior ( grades 10-11-121 and
junior grades 7-8-9) debate,
discussion, and duet acting events to
represent the Murray Region in the
State Debate-Speech Tournament in
Lexington April 2-3.
Other schools which had students to
qualify for the state meet sponsored by
the Kentucky High School Speech
League were Paducah Tilghman High
School, Reidland High School, and Lone
Oak Middle School, each with two
representatives.
Calloway County won first and third
place in senior debate competition and
will have two teams in that state event.
Kevin Bowen and Randy Hutchins
made up the winning team, while the
team of Rick Wilkerson and Tommy
Riley placed third.
The Trigg County team of Scott
Boggess and Al Curtis was judged
second best in senior debate and will
also be among the representatives from
the Murray Region in the state tour-
nament.
All students who earned a superior
rating in senior discussion and duet
acting events also qualified for the state
tournament. They are:
Discussion—Gail Tucker and Bobby
Fike, Calloway County; and Kerry
Bass and Dean Garritson, Paducah
Tilghman.
Duet acting—Jane Shemwell and
Kyle McIntosh, Reidland; Sherry
Howell and Mike Merrick, Teresa
Winkler and Virginia Street, and
Crystal Gold and Lisa Fuller, all from
Trigg County.
Junior division qualifiers for the state
tournament are:




A Murray community group is
planning to make its first shipment of
• supplies to earthquake-stricken
Guatemala this week and persons
wishing to make contributions are
urged to do so as soon as possible.
Anyone wishing to contribute to the
campaign should deliver their goods to
the United Campus Ministry, 202 N.
15th St., or to the inside rear door of the
First United Methodist Church, Maple
Street, by Tuesday, March 9.
A spokesman for the gorup urged
local citizens to please contribute only
those items that are on the needed
materials list, and clearly mark
clothing sizes on any garments that are
given.
Needed materials include whole
wheat flour, dried beans, cornmeal,
quick cooking oatmeal, blankets,
natural brown rice, heavy clothes for
all ages, powdered milk, water
purification tablets, toilet articles,
cooking utensils, bedclothes and
bandages.
Citizens who need assistance in
bringing materials to the collection
points should call 753-3531, 753-6908 or
753-3009.
Duet acting—Laura Fones and
Tammy Crouse, Lesa Hoke and Kim
Starks, and LaDon Dowdy and Renee
Edwards, all from Calloway County;
Amanda Shelton and Ronnie Alvey,
Lone Oak Middle School; and Lisa
Herndon and Jim McKenzie, Mitzi
Burcham and Sheryl Adams, and Ruth
Neighborgall and Darcy Garland, all
from Trigg County.
Other schools which had students
involved in the competition were
Ballard Memorial High School, Far-
mington High School, Marshall County
High School, and Murray High School in
the senior division and North Marshall
Junior High School in the junior
division.
The competition Saturday was the
second of a series of three events at the
regional level to determine eligibility
for the state tournament. Drama
competition has already been held and
individual public speaking and in-
terpretive events are scheduled for
Saturday, March 13, at Murray State.
Dr. Vernon Gantt, chairman of the
Department of Speech and Theatre at
Murray State, is the regional manager
for the three events.
Kelly Ray Prescott, 4-year old son of Mr. and Mrs. foe Prescott, is shown at the
Calloway County Public Library with one of the new children's books written in
Braille. Kelly is a student at the Calloway County Comprehensive Day Care Cen-
ter where Mrs. Peggy William is teacher.
Groom And 50 Horses
Die In Stable Blaze
LOUISVILLE (AP) — A groom died
and at least 50 harness racing horses
were killed in a barn fire that sent
flames 75 feet in the air early today at
Louisville Downs.
William King, track president, said
the fire in Barn C started about 3 a.m.
"By the time the fire department got
there, about 3:03 or 3:10, you could see
it from the expressway miles away,"
King said. It was just a terrible thing.
"Mike Arnold, one of the leading
drivers, lost about 26 horses, his whole
stable," he said.
King said the groom who was burned
to death was William Dormeier, 26, of
Evansville, Ind., Arnold's brother in
law.
He said four other grooms who at-
tempted' to save horses from the bur-
ning barn suffered minor burns and
smoke inhalation and were taken for
hospital checkups.
King said only about six of the horses
stabled in Barn C were saved.
He said the one-story wooden barn
housed nearly 60 of the 800 horses
stabled at Louisville Downs. The cause
of the fire was not known.
He said the fire was brought under
control in "a couple of hours," and that
track workers were "out rounding up"
the horses that had been released on the
track grounds.
King said he didn't know what horses
had been killed. "We haven't been able
to get into that," King said.
He said the fire was the first at
Louisville Downs in its 11 years of
operation.
But he said tonight's 10-race card
would be run as scheduled.
"Out of the 50 horses, six were
scheduled to race tonight, Jive•-
tomorrow night and five Wednesday,"
he said. "We will have racing."
Several hours after the fire, horse
owners stood around in small groups,
as firemen cleared away their equip-
ment. One man and his wife, both in
tears, rushed by the barn, refusing to
talk.
At the track kitchen, Jim Wilson of
Louisville said he lost four horses in the
blaze. Wilson had both hands heavily
bandaged and burn ointment smeared
over his face.
Wilson, his wife and two children
were among those sleeping in the barn
when the fire broke out.
"We were in the tack room," he said.
"I heard a bang! bang! bang! — an
unusual noise.
"I got up and went out in my bathrobe
and we all started screaming that there
was a fire," he said. "I started trying to
get the horses out. As soon as I opened
the one door, the whole barn blew out.
That's when I got burned.
RED CROSS KICKOFF — The annual Red Cross kickoff breakfast was held this morning at the Holiday Inn The
advance gifts committee has already raised over $1,500. Pete Waldrop is general chairman of the drive and Rex
Alexander is university chairman. Executive secretary lean Blankenship said there will be about 100 workers with
10 captains asking for donations to meet the $11,000 goal. Staff Photo by David
•
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Among the one hundred fifty guests in attendance at the Governor's Tea in Mem-
phis, Tenn., were, left to right, 'Cathryn Glover, Director, Pauline Jones, 1st Vice
President, [Arlene Doran, President, and Linda Carter, Secretary of the Murray quota
Club. Also attending and not pictured was Past President Helen Spann. The tea was
given in honor of Governor Evelyn Sprott, 23rd District of Quota International, and was
held at the home of Ms. Bess Peal, Memphis.
Time Budget Emphasized
For Productive Day
CLEARWATER, Fla. — (AP) — Financial institutions
advise careful budgeting of money
But it also makes same to budget time, advises the
research division of Pioneer Western Corp., national
financial services organization based here.
"Putting your time to efficient use is not only impor-
tant but it also invaluible to career women, housewives
and families alike," say the company's analysts, who
offer a few time-budgeting tips:
Discipline yourself to allot certain periods of time to
certain chores and projects. Remember that all work can
be creative — given half a chance. To consider work as
drudgery is destructive.
IN PLANNING tasks, establish priorities and dead-
lines and stick to them. Put the more difficult first, mak-
ing sure it gets done.
Keep a pencil handy. As the thought occurs, jot it
down.
Use a typewriter at home for ideas for the office or
just grocery lists
Lump all shopping errands together and do them all
at once
Cut telephone conversations short. Far too many peo-
ple expend their energy and time with chatting.
The same applies to callers, both at home and office.
Be polite but firm and brief. Visitors can interrupt
important tasks.
Avoid saying "I haven't got time." If you can't get
your important work done in a certain length of time,
something is wrong. You are disorganized.
AVOID boredom. It's enervating and guarantees
your getting nothing done.
—Teak- big jobs when you have the most energy
Some people an at their productivity peak in the morn-
ing, others in the afternoon.
Dail allow yourself to become enslaved by perfec-




Two Girls Initiated At Meet
Of Murray Rainbow For Girls
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Tuesday, March 2, at
seven p.m. at the Masonic
Hall.
Rhonda Sledd, worthy
advisor, presided. Mrs. Twila
Coleman is mother advisor.
Terri Carson and Mary Jane




Russell, Kay Russell, Kathy







William R. Barnes, Box 707
Hart Hall, MSU, Mostafa
Pournejat, 1062 Olive Apt. No.
10, Murray, Miss Deborah K.
Bolls, 1109 S. 16th., Murray,
Mrs. Jacqueline C. Boyd and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tn., Mrs. Carolyn A. Brewer
and Baby Girl, Rt. 9, Benton,
Mrs. Myrtle E. Parrish, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Daisy L Hum-
phreys, 1714 Ryan, Murray,
Rob WaLston, Jr., Rt.- 2,
Murray, Mrs. Maxine B.
Milam, 1701 Calloway,
Murray, William L. Barnett,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Steve Rowlett,
603 N. 18th. Apt. No. C,
Murray, Miss Helen R. Keith,
405 N. 2nd., Murray, Miss
Heather Melton, Rt. 1, Big
Sandy, Tn., Mrs. Julia K.
Simpson, 111 S. 10th., Murray,
Joe Taylor, 715 West Blythe,
Paris, Tn., Homer L Arm-
bruster, Rt. 3, Box 174,
Clinton, A. Burr Waldrop, 1700
College Fm. Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Flora E. Jones, 214 N.
13th., Murray.
Coleman, Lesa Robertson,
Johnda Moss, Susan Estes,
Susan Webber, Deidra
Folsom, Donna Smith,
Rhonda Sledd, Greta Tim-
merman, Verenda Mathis,
and Susan Cates.
Adults present were Henry
Sledd, Patrick Estes, Brenda
Estes, Marilyn Weatherford,
and Twila Coleman. A visitor
present was Dorothea
Manlery from Paducah.
The next meeting will be





Whether you have 10 or 200 pounds to lose. The cost? $8 to
join, $3 weekly thereafter. No contract. Our Murray class
meets every Monday at 7:00 P. M. at the First Methodist
Church on Maple Avenue. For information, call Delorise
Boggess at 489-2348.
Are You interested in








self confidence. Men who
add these abikties to their job
skills can earn high priority
for promotions.
You are invited to attend
the actual "First Session"
Tues. Pate 7 p.m.
Room 206 at Marcy State
University Stadium.




R. Gene Outland, 405 S. 12th.
St. Murray, Mrs. Opal Easter
Hill, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Mildred K. Canady, Rt. 5, Box
294, Murray, Mrs. Marsha
Carol Phillips, Hardin,
Cameron G. Roberts, Rt. 6,
Murray, Miss Dortha Eakers,
400 N. 5th. St. Murray, Mrs.
Betty Kerrick, 531 Griffith
Ave. Owensboro, Mrs. Melba
Landers, New Concord, Kenny
Ralph Dee!, 408 Ann St., Paris,
Tn., Donnie Tipton, Jr., Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Martha Ann
Spann, Rt. 8, Box 41, Murray,
Mrs. Erma Perry, 500 S. 2nd.
St., Murray, Mrs. Flare
Schroder, Rt. 8, Murray,
Burley B. Colly, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Nell Angela Maness, 717
Riley Ct., Murray, Mrs. Ethel
E. Rogers, P.O. Box 363,
Murray, Augusta L. Jackson,
Rt. 8, Box 635, Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Gladys Conner of
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A Drinking Test for
Could-be Alcoholics
By Abigail Van Buren
c 1976 try Char-ago T ro /*roil Spral Inc
DEAR ABBY: You recently printed a letter from a
woman whose husband drinks enough beer to become very
drunk, but who insists that as long as he drinks "only"
beer, he's not an alcoholic. This is a common misconception.
I thought your readers would be interested in knowing
that a "shot" of whiskey (one and a half ounces), a glass of
table wine (five ounces) and a pint of beer (16 ounces) all
have an equivalent amount (three-fourths of an ounce) of
ethyl alcohol. The alcoholic becomes addicted to the ethyl
alcohol, no matter which beverage he consumes.
Alcoholism is one of the major health problems in this
country. However, it is a treatable illness that can be
controlled if identified and treated.
The following quiz is distributed by the National
Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism:
DO YOU HAVE A DRINKING PROBLEM?
1. Do you ever drink "doubles"?
2. Do you drink more now than you used to?
3. Do you sometimes gulp drinks instead of sipping them?
4. Do you think you need a drink to help you to relax? (Or
to give you a lift?)
5. Do you drink when you are alone?
6. Do you sometimes forget what happened while you
were drinking?
7. Do you keep a bottle hidden somewhere—at home or at
work —for quick pielc-me-ups?
S. Do you need a drink to have a good time?
9. Do you ever have a drink or two before going where you
know drinks will be served?
10. Do you drink in the morning to relieve a hangover?
If you have four or more "yes" answers, you have a
serious drinking problem.
For information and help, check your Yellow Pages under
Alcoholism for the number of councils on alcoholism, the
A.A., Al-Anon, and specialized treatment facilities.
HELPFUL IN HOUSTON
DEAR HELPFUL: Thanks. Your quirt la indeed helpful
to those who are fond of saying, "I can take it or Wive it
alone," but who usually take it.
DEAR ABBY: About a month ago a friend who is a
kindergarten teacher asked me if I would assist her with her
class. I was glad to help her without pay.
At the end of the day, I saw that my purse was open and
all the money from my wallet was gone. (It amounted to
about 910.)
told my friend about it, and she kept trying to give Me
$10 to Make Up for it, but I wouldn't accept it.
Then she mailed me a cheht for 910, urging me to please
cash it. I really want to, but I don't feel right about it. What
should I do?
ON THE FENCE
DEAR ON: Consider HER feelings and cash the check.
Otherwise she will continue to feel guilty about your loss.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ASHAMED IN HIGHLAND
PARK": George Bernard Shaw once said, "The more things
man is ashamed of, the more respectable he is." I'm with
George. Now, try to reduce the list.
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 88700, L.A., Calif. 90089.




Look m the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some persons may try to
enlist your help in putting over a
dubious scheme. The Arlen is
usually above such tactics, but
be careful not to fall into a trap
now. Some deceptive in-
fluences.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21.to May 21) 6467
As with Aries, suggestions
and situations could be
deceptive now and it may be
difficult to make sensible
decisions, so stick with routine.
Postpone unnecessary action.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 169
In an effort to bridge certain
gaps and ease potential
stresses, you may find your
patience strained almost to the
limit, but it will be worthwhile
In the long run.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23)
Lunar influences auspicious.
Put your mind and keen powers
of observation to work, but
DON'T make impulsive
decisions. A good day for ac-
complishment.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444Z
Recall an old tack or
maneuver that could inspire,
invigorate this day. Not
everything new is THE thing.
you know.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IIIPUIL
You have the inside track ins
number of ways — if you will
just recognize opportunities
when available and handle
them in your usual clever
manner
LIBRA







which could upset associates.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. M) MI*
Friends will make demands
on your time, energy and cash.
Be wary. One who is especially
aggressive may pose a real
problem. Counteract with tact,
poise.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
An unexpected encounter
with the "right". person
brightens your prospects for
attaining an almost "im-
possible" goal.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vii4
Your judgment may be
clouded by emotionalism.
Postpone making important
decisions for el hours.
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =A
Certain events can act as
guideposts for the future. Keep
attuned to new trends and don't
miss a trick.
PISCES
(Feb 20 to Mar 20) 
XC.
You will do yourself a big
favor if you do not overtax
yourself, and your "sixth
sense" should tell you whether
you ARE overdoing things or
not. Curb spending.
1440
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely talented individual
but sometimes have doubts
about your abilities and need
encouragement to prod you on
to the success which CAN be
yours. You are highly
imaginative, intellectually
inclined, but hypersensitive at
times. Try to develop self-
confidence and a more
philosophical attitude when
things are not to your liking.
You are especially suited to
science, the arts, berentIon and
the educational field. Birthdate





Attending the World Friendship Club meeting held at the Ellis Community Center
were, left to right, Mark and Mary Jo Simmons, Ohio, Daisy Mathew, India, Sassy Ekere,
Nigeria, Tina Olson, Germany, Meme Garrastazu, Cuba, Monica Walston, Germany, Ed-
na Butler, Spring Creek, Ola Mae Roberts, Cherry Corner, Gracie Erwin, Kirksey, Nancy
Culp, Briendsburg, Thelma Warlord, Murray first, Pam Turner and Lori Rushing, Brien-
sburg, Arunee Snitwongse, Thaland, and Maggie Simmons, Ohio. Not pictured is Edith
Noffsinger of Murray first Mrs. Simmons, physical education teacher at Murray State




The Hazel Woman's Club
met at the Karate Center on
Friday, February 27, at seven
p.m.
Vic Milner, 3rd degree
Black Belt and director of the
center, directed the program.
He explained some of the
history of karate, demon-
strated with some karate, and
showed some self defense
techniques. He was assisted
by Frank Kodman, Jr., and
David Smith.
The club voted to take a
course in self defense at the
center.
Following the program the
members went to the lounge in
the MSU Computer Center for
the business meeting with
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth,
president, presiding.
Mrs. Hughes Bennett gave
the devotion reading a poem
"Being
Harold Wilkinson ' Mrs the oll
call.
The president gave a report
on the Midwinter
held atMayfie1dandasr.
group to save bonus and S& H
green stamps to be turned in
to the state.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Nancy Simpson and
Mrs. Phil Liddle. Those in




Nance, Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs.
Tommy Paschall, Mrs. Lal
Elliott, Mrs. Hal Miller, Mrs.
James Ronald Latimer, Mrs.
Phil Liddle, Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore, Mrs. Suzanne
Thompson, Mrs. Charles
Knott, Mrs. Hughes Bennett,
and Mrs. Nancy Simpson.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James E. (Mary)
Hamilton, Sycamore Street,
Murray, has returned home
afBateptristeingmernaorottilenHtosa:)italhe,





Rates go down after 5 PM weekdays,
when you dial the 1+ way. So you can
call more often and talk longer.
low1+ rates do not apply to 0 + dialed long distance calls I + rates do
aPPIY to siotion calls you dial yours.* or station calk placed wlih on
operatics' where long distance dialing facilities are not avallabis Low
I + rotes do not apt* hi operator-assisted cols such OB person-to-per-
son. coin, how-mote guest credit cord. cosecs calk. and on calk
charged to another number, including special being numbers
••
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pSSSSSenSSSSSM': By MRS. w. p.wmutaas ..44.4.%44:44.16:446:
February is gone and windy
&larch is here. We can expect
esore cold weathr but I always
e 
relieved when the chilling
told of February is behind us.
I 
The danger we face now is
ore from late frosts than
om severe freezes. And
late frosts can really
hurt. With the extremely
Warm weather of the past two
Meeks, all the shrubs and fruit
trees have budded out and
;some are in full bloom.
Let us hope that they can get
by this next week or two
without further trouble and I
think most of them will be
comparatively safe.
Meanwhile there is much we
can be doing to be ready for
the spring planting. If you
have new ski ebs coming in,
dig the holes now and have
them ready. I had some help
last week, so I took advantage
of it and dug several holes. I
had them filled with good
loose soil and fertilizer, mixed
with sand.
My soil is mostly heavy clay
and needs compost, sand and
humus to put it in good shape.
But now I am ready for my
shrubs. They will probably
come in at a time when I could
not get any help, so now I can
easily set them in the
prepared place.
We can find plenty to do
during the whole of March.
John Evelyn, an eighteenth
century gardener, once wrote:
"There is not amongst men, a
more laborious life than that
of a good gardener." But, he
added that "Nothing good is
attained without it,"
On a drive to Jackson
Monday, I marveled at the
many trees and shrubs in full
bloom. A riot of Forsythia,
Japonica, Magnolia
Soulangeans and one or two
shrubs, I could recognize from
the car. It made me realize
that "Spring is bustin' out all
over," and what a glorious
feeling it is.
I love to sniff the fresh
morning air, I love to listen to
the mockingbird's early song,
the squirrels scampering
about, the daffodils blooming
in the woods, crocus still so
bright and cheerful.
The coming of spring is a
renewed miracle each year.
Every year, the same bush
puts out the same blossoms
and you would think we would
get used to it, but we never do.
God has given us a beautiful
world to care for and to enjoy
and to tend. Remember that
we are told that "One is
nearer to God in the garden
than anywhere else on earth."
Miss Vickie Cathey is Honored
With Shower, Community Room
Miss Vickie Cathy, bride-
elect of Michael Edwards, was
the honoree at a delightfully
planned bridal shower held on
Monday, February 23, at
Seven p. m. at the Community
Room of the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan Building.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Miss Lisa Jones
and Miss Diane Harrison.
For the event the honoree
Chose to wear a blue skirt with
a printed blouse and was
tesented a corsage of b4e,isies by the hostesea
Refreshments of cake and




lit et mituis u.
Mrs. litsarirs Oirtland
Pitom 713-7575
Its lori • Se
overlaid with a white cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of yellow candles made in
assorted sizes by Miss Jones.
Thirty persons were present
or sent gifts.
Pictures hung at eye level
give the best effect. It's best not
to let the wire that holds them
show but if it must, be sure to
paint it the same color as the
wall.
Stephens-Rust Vows
To Be On March 20
Mr. and Mrs. Asher Farris of Murray annomice the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Patricia Sue Stephens, to Richard Ronald Rust, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold L Rust of Bremmerton, Washington.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. Ervin Stephens ot
South Fulton, Tenn., and granddaughter of Mrs. Lena Brown
of Water Valley. Miss Stephens is a graduate of Murray High
School and is presently attending Murray State University.
Mr. Rust graduated from Little Washington, North Carolina
before joining the Marines in 1967. After returning from Viet-
nam he attended San Francisco State University and is now
presently employed at Crestllne Finance in Mayfield.
The wedding will be solemnized-on Saturday, March 30, at
slip. m. at Scotts Grove Baptist. A reception will follow at the
Murray Woman's Club on Vine St. All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. Invitations are being sent to out of town
guests only.
jioaitit -Wise




does not respond to treatment
may be a symptom of lactose
intolerance.
It is estimated that a fourth
of all Americans may be de-
ficient in the enzyme lactase,
which is required for the
normal digestion of lactose,
the sugar found in milk.
The deficiency is much
more common in black than in
white people. Seventy per-
cent of the black population
have some degree of lactose
intolerance. The incidence is
even higher among Jews of
Eastern European ancestry
and some Orientals.
The symptoms are some-
times' mis-diagnosed as colitis
or enteritis, or if these con-
ditions are present they may
be aggravated by lactose in-
tolerance.
The condition is less com-
mon among older people,
partly because many of them
have discovered by trial and
error that milk does not agree
with them. In some cases, the
production of the enzyme lac-
tase seems to increase over a
period of time if people who
suffer from this allergy drink
very small amounts of milk so
that they are able to increase
their intake gradually.
Also many people who can-
not tolerate milk are able to
digest fermented dairy pro-
ducts such as cottage cheese,
yogert, buttermilk, sour
cream, and even some other
types of cheese.
Recent findings regarding
the relationship between os-
teoporosis (loss of bone den-
sity) and calcium deficiency
should be of special concern to
persons who cannot tolerate
milk, because it ii a major
source of calcium in the diet.
They will need to take special
care to obtain their minimum
requirement of 800 mg of
calcium a day from other
sources.
Beans, nuts and dried fruit
supply substantial amounts of
calcium, which can also be
obtained in supplementary
form from bone meal or cal-
cium gluconate.
1975 os a community service of
Heafth Deportment, Generel Con-
fer•nc• of Sirv•nth-day Adventists.
Decline of breast feeding
blamed for malnutrition
itssocatid Press
BOSTON—The decline of breast feed-
ing in urban areas is global and it's bring-
ing with it increases in infant mortality
and malnutrition, according to a group of
pediatricians and sociologists.
Dr. Joseph Wray of the Harvard School
of Public Health told a panel recently
that in rural Thai villages where breast
feeding is the norm few children under
the age of 3 showed signs of malnutrition.
The panel was part of the 142nd national
meeting of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science.
But in the urban slums of Bangkok, he
said some 75 to 80 per cent of the chil-
dren under the age of 6 months were
malnourished.
Dr. Dana Raphael, director of the
Human Lactation Center of Westport,
Conn., put the blame for increased infant
mortality and malnutrition on the in-
crease in bottle feeding in under-
developed countries.
"Women as they move Into an urban
environment are weaning earlier," she
said, and their children are showing less
stamina and strength and less ability to
survive.
She also said breast feeding among
upper middle class U.S. women was hav-
ing a revival, due in part to the "back-to-
nature movement."
Asked what implication such findings
had for this nation's urban poor, Wray
said, "An adequate alternative to bread
feeding depends on providing a nutri-
tionally adequate, easily assimilated for-
mula."
Such formula tends to be expensive
and if mixed with contaminated water,
"you've got trouble."
He said for the urban poor of the
United States, breast feeding remains the
cheapest and safest way to nourish young
children.
Dr. Solomon Katz of the University of
Pennsylvania pointed to the positive as-
pects of breast feeding for all children.
"We know the kind of severe shock
people go into if they receive a trans-
fusion of the wrong type blood, yet we
assume this highly complex formula of
human breast milk has a substitute."
Katz praised both the nutritional
properties of breast milk and the immu-
nological properties passed on in human
milk from mother to child. He maintained
there are gastrointestinal diseases breast-
fed infants rarely, if ever, get.
Wray said while most underdeveloped
countries seemed to be turning to bottle
feeding, The People's Republic of China
is making it easier for women to breast-
feed their babies.
Foods From Four Food Groups
Are Needed Daily In The Diets
By Bonnie Davenport
Dairy Council Economist
Choose your calories by the
company they keep. Calories
are essential. They measure
energy just, its runds and
kilograms measure weight,
and inches and centimeters
express length.
Calories are the measure of
how much energy the food we
eat will give us.
• But energy is not the only
dietary essential. We must
also have many different
vitamins, minerals, . amino
acids from proteins and fatty
acids from fats.
Many of these nutrients
occur together in our foods;
we might say that many of
them play the old game of
"follow the leader'. This fact
greatly simplifies the job of
selecting a nutritionally
adequate diet. If we choose the
foods which will supply
enough of the leader nutrients,
the followers will be there too.
Foods that contain these
leader nutrients are found in
the Basic Four Food Groups.
The milk group leader
nutrients are calcium,
protein, riboflavin, Vitamin A
and Vitamin D.
The meat group provides
protein, iron, fat, and B-
complex vitamins.
Under nutrients, Vitamin A
and-C,- are round in abundant
quantities in the fruits and
vegetables group.
fourth food group-
breads and cereals group,
supplies leader nutrients such
as earhohYdrates,
(131) riboflavin (B2) and
niacin.
Foods from each of these
four food groups should be
eaten daily.
LiTTOVERS
Are leftovers as nourishing
as freshly prepared food? It
depends on how long the
leftovers are held in the
refrigerator. Cooked meat ( if
prepery refrigerated) ca
probably be held safely for s
week. Re-heating will cause
some vitamin toes. Cooke('
vegetables lose vitamin
rapidly. So don't count or
vegetable leftover more thar




Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club
will meet at seven p.m. at the
School.
Rangers and Ftangerettes of
WOW will have a Bingo Party
at the Wbodmen Hall from
6:30 to eight p.m.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Max
Farley at 7:30 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m.
Euzenan Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will have a supper in the
Fellowship Hall at six p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
seven p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
seven p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church will meet at seven
p.m. in the church library.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Board of Directors of
Murray Quota Club will meet
at 5:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn.
Kay Morrissey will visit the
Murray Weight Watchers





Baptist Women will meet at
seven p.m. for week of prayer
program.
Tuesday, March 9
Jessie Ludwick Circle, First
Presbyterian Church, will
meet with Mrs. Olus McNelis
at 1:30p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Coldwater
with Mrs. Noble Fuqua, New
Providence with Mrs. Patsy
Pittman, and Paris Road with
Mrs. Robert Blalock, all at one
p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens Arts
and Crafts Group and Dexter
Homemakers Club will meet
at the Dexter Center at 9:30
Circles of First United
\iethodist Church Women will
rieet as follows: Alice Waters
sTith Mrs. Robert
fitickingham, Bessie Tucker
eith Mrs. I. B. Mayfield, and
Aaryleona Frost with Mrs.
'harles Sznith, all at 9:30
.re, and Faith Doran in
social hall at two p.m.
Group I, First Christian
burch CWF, will meet with
Mrs. Woodfln Hutson at ten
A.m. with program by Mrs.
Ken Kellar.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30p.m.
Murray Tops Club will meet
at • the Lutheran Church at
seven p.m.
Tuesday, March 9
W o man ' s Softball
\ssociation will meet at City
Hall at seven p.m. to organize
teems for the simmer.
Murray Quota Club will
leet at Triangle Inn at noon.
Poplar Spring Women will
'wet at the church at 1:30
Elm Grove Baptist Women
eill meet with Darlene Hale at
30 pm.
First Baptist Church
Nomen will meet at the
-iitsrch at nine am. with Mrs.
'alvin Morris as speaker.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women inset at *even
,
Tuesday, March 9
Ellis Center will open at ten
am. for Senior Citizens with
quilting ladies to go to
Robertson School at 10:30
am., lunch at noon, band
practice and square dance
lessons, and green house
committee at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
Two student directed one
act plays will be at the MS
University Theatre at eight
p.m. with admission, 50 cents
or by season ticket.
Faculty recital of Carl
Rogers, bass and baritone,
will be at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell




Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house




Associates will meet at seven
p. m. at the University Church
of Christ Annex.
Wednesday, March 10
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Lovine
Carter at 1:30 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Women will meet at
6:30p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Pacers with
Regina Baggett at 9:30 a. m.,
Harris Grove with Mrs. Joe
Janecek, South Murray with
Mrs. James Parker, 1629
Catalina, and Pottertovrn at
Holiday Inn, all at ten a. m.,
South Pleasant Grove with
Jackie Butterworth and New
Concord with Mrs. Louise
Patterson at one p. m.
Community Center on North
2nd Street will open at one p.
m. for senior citizens with a
program on "Eye Care."
Arts and Crafts Club will
meet with Mrs. A. M. Thomas,
803 ShaWa Circle, at 2:30 p. m.
Sigmas will
Meet Monday
"Tornado Safety" will be
the theme of the opening
meeting to be held Monday,
March 8, at 7:30 p. m. by the
Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at the
club house.
James Yountz of the
Weather Service at Murray
State University will be the
guest speaker.
Mrs. W. J. Pitman, Sigma
program chairman, urges the





New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
THE MODERN PARENTS'
GUIDE TO BABY & CHILD
CARE, by Violet Broadribb.
Lippincott.
The author attempts to
cover all aspects of the child's
development from conception
to early adolescence,
discussing in detail family
relationships and the
emotional as well as the
physical needs of the child.
HIGHLAND FLING, by
May Mackintosh. Delacorte.
When Karl inherited a
successful antique shop,
among its treasures was an
enchanting and valuable doll's
house. Suddenly it disappears,
and Karl is joined in her ef-
forts to recover the rare doll's
house by David Moore, who is
also trying to track down a
stolen antique.




The author, a tennis en-
thusiast himself, presents the
ideas of twelve experts who
provide instructions in how to
win with mind over matter.
HOUSING AND THE
MONEY MARKET, by Roger
Starr. Basic Books.
Mr. Starr has written a
timely book en one of the most
serious problems facing the
nation in the current economic
crisis: financing much-needek..
housing.
ELIZABETH I, by Paur::
Johnson. Holt.
In this full-length political '
biography of Elizabeth, the
author relates her character




Hellman. University of Illinois
Press.
A study of appellate court
records convinced the author
that the constitutional riights
of individuals are regularly
and systematically violated
by police and federal agents.
KEEPING FOOD SAFE, by
Hassell Bradley. Doubleday.
A detailed book written
about the hazards all of us
face in the improper handling
of our food.
Fashion Show At Specialty
Shop Given For Hairdressers
The Murray . Unit of the
National Hairdressers held its
February meeting at the
Specialty Shop on Main Street
with the president, Sylvia
Thomas, presiding.
Members were urged to
attend the Spring Forum at
Lexington. It was reported the
flea market was a big success
with the remaining articles
being donated to the mountain
Peonle •
Early Cases Of Spring Fever
Are Cured By Planting Flowers
Have you gotten a case of
spring fever yet? Some
early cases have been
reported. And one remedy
for this predictable
seasonal disease is to begin
planning now for your
spring flowers.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture has a booklet to
help you plan your garden
of flowering perennials
For a copy of Growing
Flowering Perennials send
50 cents to Consumer
Information Center, Dept.
90, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
The booklet includes the
following advice:
You'll need to choose the
time to plant carefully.
Seeds won't germinate until
the soil warms • and, if
they're sown too early, they
may rot. But, early spring
growth is important for the
survival of many peren-
nials.
Preparing the soil is
extremely important to
perennials. Annuals can
grow and flower in poorly
prepared soil, but peren-
nials seldom survive more
than one year if the soil
isn't properly prepared
Properly prepared soil
will have good drainage,
protection from drying
winds, and adequate water
in the summer.
Choose the perennials
that are best for your
particular area. Notice
what grows well in your
neighbor's gardens, consult
nursery owners, check with
your State experiment






photographs to show you
howefoi start your seeds in
flats.
Growing Flowering
Perennials (50 cents) is one
of 250 selected Federal
consumer publications
listed in the Winter ediction
of the Consumer Infor-
mation Index. -
Breakfast
on a bun •41ire
is fun.
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FREE
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The group enjoyed a style
show presented by Judy
Masteria and Glenda Overby,
owners of the Specialty Shop
Models were Ann Reed, Judy
Masteria, and Agnes Watson
with Glenda Overby as
narrator.
Refreshments of punch and
sandwiches were served to
sixteen members present by
Wanda Nance, Retha Turner,




Served 7:30 AM.— 1000 A.M. with purchase of
Good Tues. Er Wed. Double
March 9& 10 
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FRANKFORT—The last of Gov.
Julian Carroll's really important
legislation cleared the House
Appropriations Revenue Committee
last week and could get final passage
this week if the "express" signal is
given by the governor's office.
This is the five-bill severance tax
package that does a little bit for every
section of the state, with emphasis on
benefits for the coal-producing areas.
While coal industry people have
complained about their business being
singled out as the target to increase
revenue above natural growth, their
pleadings landed on deaf ears. There
was nothing they could do but bow to
the wishes of the governor and smile.
The only relief they may expect is
that their workmen's compensation
insurance rates may be decreased in a
bill that was being refined last week by
Senator Kelsey Friend, D-Pikeville.
SB 142, introduced by Senator Jim
Hammong, D-Prestonsburg, was
returned to committee some time ago
after being posted in the Orders of the
Day in the Senate for passage.
This bill would reduce the coal in-
dustry's workmen's compensation by
using some of the coal severance tax
revenue. It also would reduce the work-
men's compensation rate for all other
businesses who have borne the brunt of
the black lung claims over the years.
These claims are paid through the
Special Fund in the Department of
Labor through the Insurance Depar-
tment. At present private industry
finances 75 per cent and the coal in-
dustry finances 25 per cent.
Under this proposal it would be a 40-
40-20 formula. The coal industry would
pay 40 per cent, 40 per cent from the
state, and 20 per cent from general
business. But these figures really don't
reflect it accurately to the finest point.
Dear Consumer
By S. C. Van Curon
There is some variation.
As Friend explains it, this new for-
mula will mean a reduction in in-
surance costs to the coal industry and
private business.
The package includes a road
program for new construction to be
financed through the Toll Road
Authority, chief among which is a four-
lane route between Prestonsburg and
Hazard to provide the connecting link in
Eastern Kentucky's arterial road
system.
It also includes capital construction
projects, an -energy road fund" for
road repairs and maintenance chiefly
in coal producing counties.
An area development fund also is
provided.
This is the final enabling legislation
for revenue sources for the governor's
;5.7 billion biennial budget. As a point
of information, the state's first billion
dollar budget was passed in 1960, and
has climbed to its present figure in 14
years. The strongest emphasis in the
governor's budget is for improving
primary and secondary education.
Consumer bills are crawling through
the legislative process at a slow pace,
but the governor's package probably
will get through before the session ends
in a grinding crunch March 20, a
Saturday. This is the first time it hasn't
been officially closed on a Friday. The
reason is the 1974 legislature decreed
Martin Luther King's birthday a state
holiday.
The consent calendar is already
being posted as a means to get some
non-controversial legislation passed as
a group instead of voting on the bills
individually. This speeds up the
process, but if legislators aren't careful





Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
Even if you did not pay any Federal
income tax last year, you may be able
to receive a special payment from the
Federal Government this year.
Because of a new law, working people
within a certain income level may be
eligible for a payment of up to $400. This
payment is called theN'Earned Income
Credit.
Under the Tax Reduction Act of 1975,
if your total income level — including
wages, salaries, tips and self-
employment income — is under $8,000,
you may qualify for this credit. But to
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income tax return. The only other
requirement is that you have main-
tained a home in this country for the
entire year for yourself and at least one
dependent child ( who was under 19 in
the 1975 tax year or was a full-time
student.).
The credit works like this: For
consumers with incomes up to $4,000,
the refundable credit is 10 percent of
their earned income — up to a
maximum of $400. Qualified workers
with incomes between $4,000 and $8,000
are also entitled to the credit, but the
amount of the credit decreases $1 for
every $10 of earnings over $4,000. That
means that if you made $6,000 — or
$2,000 above the $4,000 limit, your
payment would be $200. ($400 for the
$4,000 level minus $200 for the $2,000
additional income equals $2)0.)
The credit is by no means restricted
to married taxpayers filing a joint
return. Single people who meet the
above requirements may also claim the
Earned Income Credit. Under the law,
you are eligible for the payment if you:
+Worked during 1975, but earned less
than $8,000 in wages, tips or as a self-
employed person; if you are married
and your combined income was less
than $8,000, you also qualify.
+Paid half the costs of keeping up
your home in this country all year
( these costs include rent, utilities,
repairs and food); if you own your own
home, also include interest and taxes in
the cost.
+As either a married couple or a
single parent, you lived in your home
all year with your child, who must be
your dependent; if you are married but
were living apart all year, you are
considered single for tax purposes but
can still claim the credit if your child
lived with you.
For more information on the credit,
contact your local Internal Revenue
Service (IRA) office or call toll free the
IRS telephone number listed in your
directory and ask for the Earned
Income Credit Specialist. IRS Can
furnish you with the necessary forms
and instructions for getting the
payment and can also supply you with a
free copy of Publication 696, Tax
Benefit for Low-Iscosne Individuals,




Opuuons expressed in this column are those of the writer and do not
necessarily rafted the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & Times.
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this




The main element of any eighteenth
century uniform was the coat. All were
cut, after the Seven Years War ( 1757-
1763 ), exactly like the coats of Fredrick
the Great's troops. Only the colors were
different. Note the numerous buttons -
at least thirty four to the uniform. (It is
claimed that Fredrick was the first UP
put buttons on cuffs - to keep his men
from wiping they're noses on them.)
Except for the Cavalry and Light
Infantry, all coats came to the top of the
Revolutionary War
Uniform Coat 5
knee. The coats of the two former came
only to mid-thigh.
The material was always of wool
broadcloth, lined with linen, hot and
uncomfortable in the Americas, but
then, it was designed for colder
European climates.
Since the coats were all cut alike, the
color combinations were vital to tell one
side from the other in the clouds of
battle smoke.
The British were always dressed in
red (to hide their wounds from their
enemys) with cuffs and lapels ( called
"facings") of white. The coat had to be
clean and well brushed at all times and
God help the Lobsterback that failed to
The Murray Ledger & Times
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published every afternoon except Sun-
days. July 4, Chrtstmas Day. Now Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
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keep his facings pure white by rubbing
them with pipe clay every day, rain or
shine, in war or peace.
Tories, those Americans that stayed
loyal to King George, usually wore
green coats with white facings, or,
more rarely, red with green facings.
Since they were often led by British
officers they were neat, but never as
well turned out as the Redcoats.
American Continentals, regular
troops, were supplied by their
respective states, each of which had its
own uniform, usually a blue or brown,
faced with either white or red.
American Artillery wore black coats
with scarlet facings. Drummers and
other musicians wore their units' colors
in reverse - white or red coats with blue
or brown facings.
American Cavalry wore white, as a
rule, with either pink or light blue
facings. A notable exception was Lee's
Legion that dressed almost identical to
Tory Cavalry, in green and white.
The American regulars were well
disciplined enough to try to keep
themselves neat while in camp, but the
rigors of a campaign always left them
looking shabby and grimy, if not ac-
tually filthy. America was a poor
country and couldn't afford to replace
worn out shoes or hats, much less fancy
brass buttons and the stiff powdered
wigs of European troops.
German mercenaries wore blue coats
with facings of every color of the
rainbow. Hessian riflemen wore green
with black facings. French regulars
wore white with facings of assorted
pastel hues.
Modern patterns for the Uniform
Coat are available at most sewing
stores, for those that want a costume
for the Bicentennial.
The rest of an eighteenth century
uniform, narrow collared white shirt.
white vest, tight white trousers,.
bleached white leggings, and white or
black neck piece, can be purchased or
made from canvas. Any black, square
toed shoe will do when half covered by
leggings. The Tricorn hat, wide
brimmed, with a low crown, can be any
color - as long as it is black.
EARTLIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: What pamphlet does the
United States Railroad Retirement
Board publish about the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1974? Also, how may
they be obtained? — P.C.
Answer: The United States Railroad
Retirement Board has publications on
railroad retirement and survivor
benefits, unemployment and sickness
benefits and a brief description of
Medicare. These may be obtained by
contacting the local board office in your
area ( There are 84 of these located in
most major cities.) or by writing to:
Information Service, United States
Railroad Retirement Board, 844 Rush
St., Chicago, M. 60611.
Heartline: Soon, I am going to retire
from the railroad. I have worked
enough under Social Security to qualify
for Social Security retirement benefits.
Do I have to apply for my railroad
retirement and Social Security benefits
seperately? —V .R.
Answer: No, workers who are eligible
for railroad retirement and Social
Security benefits may apply for both of
these at their local United States
Railroad Retirement Board office.
While this is not mandatory to apply for
both of these at your Railroad
Retirement Board office, the Railroad
Retirement board allows a person to do
this because it would be much more
convenient.
Heartline: My husband, a career
railroad worker, passed away in
November. I am only 57 years old and
not eligible for a widow's monthly
benefit from the railroad retirement.
However, I did receive a lump-sum
death benefit. Is there any other type of
benefit that I can receive before age
60? —V.Y.
Answer: Widows who are not eligible
for monthly benefits from the Railroad
Retirement Board may be eligible for
the residual payment. This payment is
a refund of their husband's railroad
retirement taxes paid prior to 1975, plus
an allowance for interest. If you are
eligible for this residual payment, it
would be reduced by an amount equal
to the sum of any retirement benefits
that your husband received, any sur-
vivor benefits received and any lump-
sum death benefits you received.
Once a widow has received the
residual payment, she becomes
ineligible for any type of monthly an-
nuity, based on her husband's work in
the railroad industry. To find out
whether you qualify for the residual
payment, contact the United States
Railroad Retirement Board office in
your area.
For a free leaflet that lists govern-
mental pamphlets helpful to senior
citizens, send for a "List of 20 Vital
Free Government Pamphlets."
Address a long envelope to yourself, put
13 cents postage on it and enclose it in
an envelope addressed to Heartline,
Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC:
Though Daniel Patrick Maynihan
has returned to his teaching post at
Harvard, his influence on public
thinking with regard to the United
Nations is likely to be long-lasting.
Alter Mr. Moynihan, it will not be easy
for apologists for the U. N. to recon-
struct their myths.
Perhaps his most penetrating
comment was his description of the
international organization as "a
theater of the absurd." Indeed, it is
incredible that American statesmen
didn't long ago criticize the hostile
Third World states that dominate the
United Nations.
Hopefully, American policy toward
the U. N. will never be the same again.
In the post-Moynihan period, the United
States should let it be known that it will
not be intimidated by the tyranny of
numbers in the United Nations. The
backward and often neo-barbarian
nations of the Third World haven't any
moral competence to criticize the
United States. Their demands for
substantial transfers of wealth from the
affluent capitalist countries to the in-
competent, socialist states are as in-
sulting as they are absurd.
The United States should make a
fresh start in dealing with the nations of
the world. When the U. N. was founded,
it included the principal states of the
world. It offered a reasonable forum for
international discussions, though from
the beginning the U. N. was the hope of
supranationalists who hoped to dilute
America's sovereignty.
Today, the U. N. is packed with a rag-
tag collection of states beholden to the
Soviet Union, in the grip of tyrannical
regimes of one sort or another, and
lacking the means to sustain a decent
life for their people. Some of these
nations, despite their economic in-
capacity, have become serious threats
to world peace. Cuba, for example, has
become a new imperialist state, waging
war in Angola. North Vietnam has sent
guerrillas to the former Spanish
Sahara.
The United Nations isn't condemning
Soviet and Cuban imperialism In
Angola, however. Instead, it is trying to
promote a war against little
Rhodesia—one of the few parliamen-
tary democracies on the African
continent.
On Feb. 18, Sean McBride, a United
Nations official designated by the world
body as "United Nations Com-
missioner" for Southwest Africa ( a
territory, incidentally, where the U. N.
hasn't any valid authority), predicted a
major attack on Rhodesia "very soon."
He said that Cuban troops might join
the attack.
The New York Times pointed out that
Mr. McBride "makes no secret of his
sympathy with guerrilla movements."
In the 1930s, he was chief of staff of the
illegal Irish Republican Army, the
terrorist organization now waging a
terrorist campaign against Britons.
The American people need to un-
derstand—and Mr. Moynihan has
helped speed the process of un-
derstanding—that there is little
likelihood of a world order of sovereign,
independent, self-reliant, peace-loving
nations. Instead, there is only a small
group of orderly, capable nations with
the will to resist communist tyranny.
The majority of states in the U. N. are
committed to global disorder and strife.
The United States cannot hope to
develop normal ties with the majority
of Third World and communist nations.
These states are profoundly hostile to
the capitalist world and to Western
concepts of freedom and independence.
Therefore, the U. S. must steadfastly
refuse to appease such nations. It must
firmly reject Third World demands for
U.N. AFTER MOYNIHAN HARRIGAN
capital transfers or free food on a
continuing basis.
Instead, the United States has need of
developing a new concert of reliable
nations. It must seek out new, stable
partners among strong nations with
strategic locations and materials
essential to American security in the
years ahead. Among the most im-
portant partners would be Canada,
West Germany, Iran, South Africa,
Brazil, Saudi Arabia, and Japan.
These are the powerhouses of the
future. These are the nations with the
oil, gold, uranium, industrial know-
how, and capacity for effective military
action in concert with the United States.
The global outlook for the remaining
years of this century is one of in-
creasing strife. Only by rejecting the
supposed authority of the U. N. and by
forming new ties with a small group of
strong, stable countries can the United
States satisfactorily protect its in-
terests on the world scene.
10 Years Ago
W. 0. Spencer, one of the founders
and charter member of the Murray
Rescue Squad, was presented with a
certificate of appreciation by the squad
for his early work with the problems of
forming and maintaining this unit.
Mrs. Ora Lee Hicks, age 67, died
yesterday at her home in Hardin.
Bobby Dodd, senior at Calloway
County High School, was awarded
second place honor in the First Distriet
American Legion Oratorical Contest
held at Mayfield.
The number of telephones in the
Murray area increased by 931 in a total
of 9026 in 1965, according to R. K.
Carpenter, Southern Bell manager here
in Murray.
Mrs. Amanda White who resides at
Rowlett Apartments has retired from
teaching Sunday School at the First
Baptist Church after serving for forty
years.
20 Years Ago
Relief was promised to residents who
reside east beyond the bridge over
Clark's River on Highway 121 when the
State Highway Department agreed to
build a temporary bridge and road to
the north of the present bridge struc-
ture now being widened.
Second Lieutenant Swami E. Parks,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Parks, is
now stationed at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas.
Mrs. Jim Wrather of Murray Route
Four died March 6.
The approaching marriage ot Miss
Anna Lee Osborne of Richmond and
William S. Foy of Murray has been
announced.
Ann Herron, Reference Librarian at
Murray State College, was guest
speaker at the meeting of the Fine Arts
Department of the Mayfield Woman's
Club.
Bible Thought
It is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle, than
for a rich man to enter Into the
kingdom of God. Mark 10:25.
Our money must become a means
of serving others, not just ourselves.
Isn't It The Truth
We, who are renowned as history's
great lovers of liberty, parade with our
hands full of it, holding liberty out
before us as if it were a golden vessel
for offering to anyone smart enougt
and enterprising enough to take it away
from us. The trouble with lovers,
however, is that they usually let their




Akohoksm may be more &e-
quality associated with serious
burns than is generally recog-
nised
The aisociation between at-
cessive drinking and traffic acci-
dents and fatalities is well
known, and a considerable
amount of public education has
been directed at this serkss
problem.
In a recent lame of the Wiscon-
sin Medical Journal, Gordon
Lang, M.D.. and Rudolph
Mueller, MS., reported the
results of their studies on the
aicohol blood levels of a series of
galas burn calls admittal to
large metropolitan hospiUil Air-
ingS one-)ear period.
Blood enthanol analyses were
done within two hours e/ hospital
admission on 13 adult bum vic-
tkits Akshol Mood tags were
positive in el per cent of the burn
victims. ilte presence and level
By F.J.L Biamingstne,
of the alcohol possibty may have
been higher because delays in
admon of three !worst° three
days fir 20 of the 13 patients oc-
curred.
In addition to burning them-
selves, these victims no doubt
caused burn damage to proper-
ty.
The researchers pointed out
that hospital staffs should con-
alder testing blood aloof* levels
on adult tarn victims in a man-
n?'" similar to the routine follow-
ing automobile accidents
Such information may be
Medically important in a partic-
ular burn case which may re
quire sedatives and narcotics
These can case depression of
remiration and additional com-
plications when adminsitered to
a person who is already intoxi-
cated with ak!ohol. Also, facts
are needed to determine the ex-
tent to which alcoholism of assa
dated with serious burns
Education and other preventive
measures can be utilised to
reduce suffering, disability,
deaths, and property kas from
such unfortunate accidents
Q Mr. G. J., a senior citizen.
has beat told that he has at ones
in his prostate gland. He has
mild bladder problems and won-
ders if lbe stones are causing his
bladder trouble.
A. Prostatic stones are usually
discovered in X-rays of the
pelvis Any gland which secretes
may develop stones The pros-
tate has many small ducts about
Ow upper urethra (tube that
leads out of the bladder and car-
ries trine through the penke and
secretes part of the seminal
fluid The stones mm in the ducts
of the prostate from chemicals in
its than, alkaline Mad. These
stones rarely cause any
1 BLASINGAME
symptoms and usually require
no treatment. Enlargement of
your prostate may be causing
your bladder problems but the
difficulties probably are not due
to the stones
. ..
Q Mr. C. K. expreenes concern
that his blood prestare is often
taken several times by his physi-
cian or his nixie on each visit to
this office. He asks why one
reading is not enough.
A Blood pressure may vary in
the same person from time to
time, especially in certain in-
dividuabs. Envois or situations
that produce tension may cause
an elevation Your blood pres-
ume may tend to rise because
you are in your physician's of-
flee. Fie is probably taking a
number of readings to get the
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THE CHAMPS — Murray Nigh's Tigers group amend the cbanipiessItipirepley if the Fear* District Tournament. The
Tigers will open up Regional Towasinent play at 7 p. m. Tuesday in the MSU Sports Arena when they meet Lone Oak.
FINAL TIE — The game was tied only one tine. Here, Tommy heron (22) of the
takers bits a five-foot book shot as Frank Gahm (52) of the Tigers defends in the
opening minute of the game. Greg Byers (50) of Calloway moves in for the rebound
position.
THE SWEEPER — 14 WIMer sweeps op this rebound far the Tigers and gets ready
to clear the ball ern for festhreak. Other plovers in the pkture hided' Attires
Perry (24), Oren Marano (behind Wider) sled Greg Ryan (SO).
GIRLS' CHAMPIONS — The Murray Nigh girls received the first-place trophy Saturday night for winning the Fourth
District Tournament Tlie riser girls defeated Marshall County Thursday when the Marshals turned around Friday and
edged Calloway County to give the title to Murray.
ANOTHER ONE — Andrea Perry grabs off another rebound, which was o common
sight Setarday night. Perry had half of the Tigers' 36 rebounds. Watching are Bob
Wilder (33), Greg Byers (50), Mike Wells (44) and Tensaw FirtreN (22).
Staff PhOto-s by Mike Brandon
stmS FOR Two — maw guard cryiswed Sines of the Tigers drives in to score two
of his II points as Teary Mrsl of the takers defends and David Miens (1e)
moves iii for the rebound peeltien.
FLYING HIGH — Bob Wilder (33) of the Tigers goes flying through the middle of
the lane as Fly Beene (34) and Mike Wells (44) watch the action. Viewing the play
from the wing is Brett Harcourt (11) of the rigers.
THE PRESS — One of the keys for Marrey's 71-52 win ever Callowsr, County was
the press. Here, Maio Richardson (A) ef the Tigers pet same presser. ise David
Williams (14).
PAGE 6 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, telonehry, March I, 1176 PAGE 7 THE
ers Waltz Past "Akers 78-52
LAST STRING — Coach Cary Mtlier of Moony Nigh got the honor of clipping tfie lost
Wing Ifto not Saturday aigkt. The Tigers waltzed post Calloway County 78-52 to win the title
trepiri is the Fourth District Tournament.
(St en Mite by Mike treeteloo)
Celtics Shoot 36 Per Cent
But Stilt Win Over Pistons
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
It was the kind of game that
made nobody happy.
The Boston Celtics, despite
making just 36 of 101 shots
from the field, pulled out an
88-87 victory over the Detroit
Pistons Sunday. But Celtics
captain John Havlicek
aggravated a knee injury and
will be sidelined for at least a
couple of weeks.
"All I can say is that it was a
lousy game," said Tom
Heinsohn — and he was the
winning coach. "I can't
believe we only shot 36 per
cent."
Detroit Coach Hubie Brown,
meanwhile, said he was
satisfied with his club's
Tickets For Regional
Available At Schools
Tickets for the First Region boys' and girls' basketball
tournaments will be on sale in advance at Murray High
School while tickets for the boys' tournament only will be
on sale at Calloway County High School.
Murray High's girls will play at 7 p.m. tonight in the
tourney at Mayfield and if they should win, would play at 9
p.m. Thursday in the semifinals.
The tickets for the girls' tourney in advance are two
dollars for chair seats while adult general admission is
$1.50 and student general admission is one dollar.
The girls' tickets will be on sale in advance at Murray
on the days the Tigers play from 8 a.m. until 3:30
7'. Murray High will play in the first round of the boys'
tourney at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Sports Arena. Advance
tickets will be three dollars for chair seats, two dollars for
adult general admission and one dollar for student
general admission.
Tickets will be on sale from 8 a.m. until 3:30 p.m. at
Murray High on the day of the games the Tigers play.
At Calloway County, only the Laker boys are in the
Regional. They will play at 7 p.m. Wednesday against
Tilghman arid advance tickets will be on sale at the school












performance in the game at
Boston Garden — but not that
of the officials, Darell
Garretson and Jerry L,oeber,
who whistled 27 fouls against
Detroit and 20 against Boston.
"It's tough to beat seven
men every night," Brown
said. "Everybody has been
malignmg us all year, but we
can play against anybody. I
wish someone would tell those
two guys with the licorice
sticks that we're a good ball
club, too, so we could get a
break.
"This is the day that Herb
Brown is going to get nailed to
the cross, but it's time this
travesty was exposed.
Welcome to the world of
professional basketball. Might
makes right."
The Boston forwards got
just 24 points against Detroit,
but Jo Jo White and Dave
Cowens made up for it with 30
and 20 points, respectively.
Don Nelson's basket with
2:13 remaining put the Celtics
ahead 86-84.
Bullets 92, Knicks 81
Neither team shot par-
ticularly well in the nationally
televised game at the Capital
Centre, but the Bullets took
charge in the second half
behind Phil Chenier, Elvin
Hayes and Dave Bing.
Hawks 123, Rockets 106
John Drew scored 3(1 paints
for Atlanta, which was without
three of its regulars, Lou
Hudson, Tom Van Arsdale and
Mike Sohourner.
Jazz 124, Soak's 106
New Orleans snapped a
five-game losing streak
behind 27 points by Louie
Nelson, returning to action
following a seven-game ab-
sence because of an ankle
injury.
Jimmy Walker scored 24
points and Scott Wedman 21 to
lead Kansas City past
Milwaukee.
Suns 106, Blazers 84
Paul Westphal's 30 points
sparked Phoenix, which
moved within one-half game
of Seattle and 1/2 games back
of Los Angeles in the Pacific
Division scramble behind
runaway leader Golden State.
Bulls 91, Lakers 88
Bob Love put Chicago ahead
of the Lakers for the first time
at 89-88 by sinking two free
throws with 10 seconds left.
Then, after Cazzie Russell
missed a shot, Leon Benbow
grabbed the rebound, was
fouled and made both tries
with one second left.
Murray High Wins District And Will ,Face
Lone Oak In Opening Game Of Region
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
All connoisseurs of wine, or
for that matter even Saturday
night nippers, know what Mad
Dog "20-20" is.
There's another "Mad Dog"
on the market and it is called
Mad Dog "10-11."
Those numbers are the ones
that guards Raymond Sims
and Brett Harcourt wear on
their backs for the Murray
High Tigers. And it was their
standout defensive play on the
"Miller Mad Dog Press" that
turned a close game into a 78-
52 rout of Calloway County
Saturday night in the finals of
the Fourth District Tour-
nament.
The Miller Mad Dog is the
brainchild of first-year Tiger
Coach Cary Miller. Only on a
few occasions this season has
Miller unleashed the vicious
fullcourt zone press, one that
explodes in the other team's
face when it is properly
executed.
It exploded Saturday night.
And it left the Lakers stum-
bling and staggering like an
out-of-shape fighter in a
boxing marathon.
Murray had been leading for
the entire game and carried a
29-20 lead into the third period.
Calloway County, down 39-
32, got right back in the game
as senior forward Fly Beane
hit two consecutive baskets
and with 2:31 left in the game,
Miller called for a timeout as
his team's lead had shrunk to
just 39-36.
Miller sent in junior guard
Richie Richardson and he
along with starters Harcourt
and Sims, went to work.
_ _Besides the press, one of the
other turning points came at
the third quarter buzzer.
Andrea Perry, a 6-4 junior
forward, leaped off the floor
and tipped in a shot at the
buzzer and Murray had a 48-41
cushion entering the final
eight minutes.
What happened in the fourth
period was nothing short of
first degree murder.
Perry hit two free throws,
Sims scored on a fastbreak
layup with a beautiful assist
from senir center Bob Wilder
and Perry again crashed the
boards for a tip and suddenly,
the Tigers led 54-41.
By then, it was all over.
Calloway County, which had
played and defeated Marshall
County the previous night,
began to wear down.
Sims went absolutely wild in
the last frame. He had 12
points in the quarter but the
most amazing thing was his
speed on defense.
The first 20-point lead came
on the most amazing play of
the game at the 2:00 mark.
The Tigers had the ball on a
two-on-one fastbreak. Sims
had the ball under the basket
and flipped it to Harcourt who
then flipped it right back to
Sims.
Sims, who could have shot,
then flipped it right back to
Harcourt who scored the two-
pointer and Murray High led
72-51.
Seconds later, Sims left the
lineup and ran over to the
cheering section where he
proceeded to slap hands with
all of the "bleacher bums"
and the Tiger crowd went nuts
as they realized the Fourth
District Championship was in
the paws of the Tigers.
"The press was definitely
the difference in the game,"
Miller said.
"We got them to turn it over
several times."
Actually, the Lakers turned
it over nine times in the last
period against the Tiger press.
In the game, the Lakers had 20
turnovers while Murray,
getting excellent guard play
from Sims, Harcourt and
Richardson, had just 10 tur-
novers.
Again, it was Perry off the
bench to lead the scoring
attack with 22 points while
Sims, who hit just one of nine
field goal attempts in the first
half, finished with 18. Har-
court and Wilder each had 12.
"Perry had a real fine game
again. Sims got hot late and
Wilder had a real good night
on the boards and on defense. I
thought Harcourt had one of
his best games of the yelr."
"We were down one rebound
at the half and I knew we were
going to have to take control of
the boards if were to win,"
Miller said.
The Tigers did take control.
Or should we say Perry did?
Murray had 36 rebounds to
Calloway's 24 and Perry had
half of the Tigers' total.
Junior forward Mike Wells
led the Lakers with 18 points
and he also led in the
rebounding department with
seven as he had a fine game.
Tommy Futrell finished
with 13 points while Beane
added 12.
"We didn't show any poise,
even in the first half," Laker
Coach David King said.
"Murray played good
defense and we just com-
pletely lost our poise. We
didn't hit the open man on the
press. We tried to do too much
dribbling."
"Perry completely took




Get Shot At Warriors
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. f API —
While his team and their fans
spent the weekend in Bowling
Green, Ky., savoring an Ohio
Valley Conference basketball
championship, Western
Kentucky Coach Jim Richards
Named To Staff
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
(AP) — Eddie Wilson, whose
professional football career
included stints with Kansas
City, Boston and Miami, has
been named offensive coor-
dinator at Wake Forest
University. . - -
Head coach Chuck Mills
said Saturday that Wilson will
replace Jim LaRue, who
resigned recently to join the
Buffalo Bills of the National
Football League.
Wilson, a 1972 graduate of
Arizona, comes to Wake
Forest from Florida State
where he held a similar post.
He was a quarterback coach
at Duke in 1973.
Win Third Place
LUDWIGSHAFEN, West
Germany (AP) — Host West
Germany upset first-place
Hungary 2-1 to take the third
place prize of $15,000 in the




Batas Taroczy and Peter
Szoeke 6-4, 6-7, 7-6 in the
decisive doubles match after
the teams had split the
singles.
Szoeke beat Fassbender 7-6,
6-4 and Ulli Penner beat
Taroczy 6-4, 6-3 as a capacity
crowd of 2,800 watched the
indoor matches in this Rhine
River city.
was hard at work in Columbia,
S.C.
Richards, whose Hilltoppers
defeated Morehead State 65-60
last Friday for the OVC
Tournament title and a berth
in the NCAA Tournament,
meets second-ranked
Marquette March 13 in a first
round game in the Mideast
Regional.
While Richards looked on,
Marquette, 25-1, held off
repeated challenges by South
Carolina and defeated the
Gamecocks 72-66.
"Aren't they strong and
tough," Richards said.
"They're a fine basketball
they may be die-beat
In the country."
Richards got his first look at
Marquette last month when
the Warriors belted Louisville
72-62 on national television.
The Western Kentucky coach
admitted that Marquette
appeared awesome against
Louisville, but added that "we
like to play in that class of
competition. We'd like to take
a shot at them."
"Stranger things have
happened," he added with a
chuckle.
"It seems like the Mideast
has been so good in recent
years. and this year is no
exception, with the Big 10
champ Indiana) being un-
defeated and Marquette. That
really isn't much to look
forward to, is it/ But we really
look forward to that
challenge," he said.
Western very nearly missed
its chance at Marquette,
finally subduing upset-rninded
Morehead in the final four
minutes last Friday. The
Eagles, who gained the finals
by upsetting Augtin Peay 8843




brought the Eagles to a 56-56
tie with 3:14 to go. Western
took the lead for good when
James Johnson hit a pair of
free throws and iced the game
on five points by reserve Bill
Scillian.
Western's Johnny Britt, who
had 15 points in the title game,
and Morehead's Ted Hundley,
who had 22 points Friday and
28 in the upset of Austin Peay,
were named co-winners of the
most valuable player award.




and Tim Sisneros of Middle
Tennessee.
Did playing a tough game
the night before have any
effect on the Lakers?
"It's the first time all season
we've played on successive
nights. I really don't know if it
affected us or not," King
added.
The Tigers are now 16-5 on
the season and will open the
Regional Tournament play at
7 p. m. Tuesday in the MSU
Sports Arena against Lone
Oak.
The Lakers fall to 5-19 with
the loss and will meet
powerful Paducah Tilghman
at 7p. in. Wednesday.
CAbmwOmmq
Ig-fg,a ft-tta rb pf tp
Wells 5-9 1812 7 4 18
Beane 4-10 4-6 4 4 12
Byars 1-4 0-1 2 2 2
Futrell 5-11 3-4 5 4 13
Williams 3-9 0-1 5 4 6
Stumm 0-0 1-2 0 0 1
hfcCallon 0-0 0-2 1 0 0
Totals 1643 is-as 21 18 52
sawwross
fg -fga ft-Pta rb pf tp
Gilliam 14 4-4 3 2 6
Hudspeth 0-2 0-0 1 4 0
Wilder 5-12 2-3 5 4 12
Suns 1-17 44 5 3 18
Harcourt 5-8 2-3 0 4 12
Perry 8-13 6-9 1/1 2 22
Richardson 3-3 0-0 1 1 6
McHugh 0-1 0-0 1 1 0
K ur2 1-1 0-1 2 1 2
Willuuns 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Reed 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Frank 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Totals 3041 11-24 36 25 78
Calloway 10 10 21 11-52
Murray 16 13 19 30-78
Pairings Announced For
First Region Tourneys
Pairings for both the First Region Boys' Tournament
and girls' tournament were announced Sunday as the
drawings were held at the Carr Health Building at Murray
State.
Play in the girls' tournament will open at 1:30 p.m.
today at Mayfield High School with top-ranked Carlisle
County meeting Tilghman. Then at 3:30 p.m., Sedalia will
meet Marshall County.
First round action continues tonight with Murray High
and Symsonia meeting at 7 p.m. with the 9 pan. nightcap
being between St. Mary and Fulton County.
The semifinals are set for 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. Thursday
night with the championship game to be held at 1 p.m.
Saturday.
In the boys' tournament, Murray High will kick off the
action at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the MSU Sports Arena as the
Tigers meet Lone Oak. The 9 p.m. will find Mayfield
meeting Hickman County.
The other first round games will be held Wednesday
night with Tilghman playing Calloway County at 7 p.m.
and Fulton County playing Syrnsonia at 9 p.m.
The semifinals will be at 7 and 9 p.m. Friday with the
championship game set for 8 p.m. Saturday.
Scorer for the boys' tournament will be Billy Nix of
Calloway County while the timer will be Charles Archer of
Murray High. The scorer for the girls' tournament will be
Ftozella Young of Carlisle County and Jim Baker of
Sedalia will be the timer.
252 Nominees In Race
For Chance At Derby
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
This year's Kentucky Derby
has drawn the third largest
list of nominees in the history
of the May classic, 252
thoroughbred colts, geldings
and fillies from 21 states,
Canada and two European
countries.
The top nominee for the
102nd Run for the Roses is
Bertram Firestone's Honest
Pleasure, juvenile champion
last year, winner of seven of
nine career starts and a
record setter in his last race,
the prestigious Flamingo
Stakes at Hialeah.
But the list released
Saturday by Churchill Downs
includes a number of strong
challengers— such as Telly's
Pop, winner of five of seven
races; the Puerto Rican-raced
Bold Forbes; the undefeated
An Act, and the late-blooming
Lord Henribee.
Along with the others, these
horses now begin the eight-
week trek that their owners
hope will lead to a spot in the
starting gate at Churchill
Downs at 5:40 p.m. EDT May
1.
No supplemental
nominations are accepted, so
the list ef NA- is guaranteed to
contain the name of the
winner. The number of
nominations has been topped
only twice—by the whopping
290 for the 100th Kentucky
Derby in 1974 and the 258 in
1972.
Five fillies have been
nominated, among them Mrs.
Bertram Firestone's
Optimistic Gal, ranked among
the 15 top 2-year-olds of either
sex last season after victories
in the Adirondak, Matron,
Frizette, Alcibiades and
Selima Stakes.
Only one of the 30 fillies that
have started in the Kentucky
Derby has ever won. That was
Regret in 1915. The most














* Close Out Glidden Paints *
Spred Satin Wall Paint 
Matching Enamel $69,1d.
Outside Latex House Paint (White) ...
Outside Oil Base Paint (White)
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ft-ft rb pf tp
1-12 7 4 13
4-6 4 4 12
0-1 2 2 2
3-4 5 4 13
0-1 5 4 6
1-2 0 0 1
0-2 1 0 0
16-32 24 18 52
ft-fts rb pt tp
4-4 3 2 6
04 1 4 0
2-3 5 4 12
4-4 5 3 18
2-3 0 4 12
6-9 11 2 22
0-0 1 1 6
0-0 1 1 0
0-1 2 1 2
0-0 0 1 0
04 0 1 0
0-0 0 0 0
11-24 36 25 73
[0 10 21 11-52





























































Region One: No Clear-Cut Favorite
The predictions of District Tournament games wound
up 15-3 overall with the only misses being Calloway's win
over Marshall County, Illgtunan's win over Reidland and
Fulton County's win over Hickman County.
For the year, that makes my predictions 168-69 for an
overall mark of .709, which isn't too bad at all.
So what does the Great Karnak see in his crystal ball
this time for the First Regional Tournament which begins
Tuesday in the MSU Sports Arena?
We'll hold the predictions for a column tomorrow, just
to make it interesting.
Before the season began, I picked Murray High as the
team to beat with Tilghman picked second. The way the
draw turned out, there is a fair chance the two teams
might meet in the championship game Saturday night.
Murray High will have to get past a pretty tough Lone
Oak team in their first tournament game. Then the Tigers
would have to play the winner of the Mayfield-Hickman
County game in the semifinals.
If Mayfield can keep their momentum going, they could
well beat Hickman County. Then we would have a third
matchup between the Tigers and Mayfield.
Are there any local sports historians around who can
tell me if Murray High has ever defeated Mayfield three
times in one basketball season? It could well happen this
year.
If Murray High does indeed meet TIlgtunan in the finals,
it will be one heck of a game. Early in the season, the
Tigers lost by nine points at Tilghman.
Brett Harcourt and Frank Gilliam, two starters who
have really been keys for the Tigers in the past month, did
not even play on the varsity back then.
Murray has improved at least 15 points since that first
meeting with TlIghman. The question is how much hat
Tilghman improved?
We don't know. Or maybe we won't even know at all.
What if Calloway County knocked off Tllgtunan Wed-
nesday night?
But regardless, this is going to be one of the best
Regional Tournaments ever to be held at Murray because
of the balance of the teams.
It would not be impossible for any team in the tour-
nament to wind up with a trip to Freedom Hall and that's
something we wouldn't have been able to say many times
in the last few years as there seems to always be a clear-
cut favorite.




The North Carolina Tar
Heels hadn't planned on it, but
they're going west for the
NCAA playoffs.
This little trip was arranged
at the last second by the
Virginia Cavaliers.
Surprising Virginia pulled
off one of the biggest upsets of
this year's college basketball
season Saturday night,
whipping the fourth-ranked
Tar Heels 67-62 in the finals of
the Atlantic Coast Conference
playoffs.
North Carolina will be
forced to travel to Dayton,
Ohio, for the NCAA's Mideast
Regionals next Saturday
instead of playing in the more
familiar surroundings of
Charlotte, N.C., site of the
East playoffs.
North Carolina will face a
tougher draw because of it,
too. Virginia's starting vic-
tory gave the Cavaliers a first-
round game against DePaul.
North Carolina's loss means a
firstround NCAA date with the
winner of the Southeastern
Conference and puts three of
the nation's top four teams in
the same regional — top-
ranked Indiana, second-
ranked Marquette and the
fourth-ranked Tar Heels.
The SEC race will be
decided Monday night when
Alabama faces Vanderbilt in
the season finale. The
Crimson Tide must beat the
Commodores for the cham-
pionship, otherwise a coin flip
will decide North Carolina's
eventual opponent.
The SEC race was thrown
into a turmoil due to Satur-
day's results, which produced
a 90-85 upset for Kentucky
over Alabama and Ten-
nessee's 86-70 romp over
Georgia.
Elsewhere, several other




Memphis State 103-95 to win
the Metro-Six tournarn2it;
Arizona stopped Arizona State
77-72 to take the Western
Athletic Conference crown;
Missouri won the Big Eight
with a 95-60 rout of Colorado;
Texas Tech defeated Texas
A&M 74-72 in the Southwest
Conference finals; Hof stra
won the East Coast Con-
ference title with a 79-72
whipping of Temple; Wichita
State took the Missouri Valley
crown by beating Drake 75-69
while Southern Illinois was
losing 103-92 to New Mexico
State in overtime; Boise State
won the Big Sky championship
with a 77-70 double-overtime
victory over Weber State and
Pepperdine took the West
Coast Athletic Conference title
with an 85-84 overtime
decision over San Francisco.
In the ECAC's regional
playoffs, Syracuse hammered
Niagara 77-68 to win the
Upstate New York tourney;
Connecticut grabbed the New
England Regionals with an 87-
73 upset of Providence;
Georgetown beat George
Washington 68-63 for the
Southern title and Rutgers
whipped St. John's 70-67 to win
the Metro Division cham-
pionship. Rutgers and St.
John's both were assured of
NCAA playoff berths before
the contest while the others
had to win their way into the
NCAA.s.
Western Michigan, which
had earlier been promised an
NCAA berth, clinched its first
undisputed Mid-American
Conference title with a 71-58
victory over Bowling Green.
San Diego State beat the
Universty of the Pacific 76-64
on Sunday to win the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
playoff tourney and an NCAA
berth.
In other action Saturday,
Pacific-8 Conference winner
UCLA closed out its regular
season with an 87-73 victory
over Southern Cal and Big
Ten champ Indiana walloped












( Reg. $3. 75 each)
IIPCIUCIOS
Potato, Toast & Open
Salad Bar
Hwy 688 80 at Aurora
Carry Outs... 474-8840
Marquette closed out its
regular season Sunday by
beating South Carolina 72-66.
Wally Walker scored 21
points for Virginia, giving him
73 for the three ACC tour-
nament games, and Billy
Langloh hit five crucial free
throws in the last 34 seconds
as the Cavaliers beat North
Carolina.
Pat Cummings scored 15 of
his 23 points in the second half
to lead Cincinnati past
Memphis State. Bob Elliott
scored 21 points to pace four
Arizona players in double
figures as the Wildcats
defeated Arizona State.
Willie Smith led all scorers
with 23 points as Missouri won
its first Big Eight cham-
pionship outright in 46 years.
Mike Russell hit a 17-footer
with two seconds left to propel
Texas Tech past favored
Texas A&M in the Southwest
finals. Hofstra beat Temple in
the ECC behind Rich Laurel's
28 points.
Cal Bruton scored a career-
high 29 points to lead Wichita
State past Drake. Richard
Robinson's 24 points led New
Mexico State past Southern
Minois and eliminated the
Boys' Regio
By The Associated Press
Boys' Regional Pairings
1st at Murray State
March 9
Murray vs. Lone Oak
Mayfield vs. Hickman Co.
March 10








Union Co. vs. South Hopkins
Trigg Co. vs. Todd Co.
March 12
Madisonville vs. Caldwell Co.
Christian Co. vs. Henderson
Co.
Semifinals March 15; final
March 16
3rd at Owensboro Sportscenter
March 10
Central City vs. Hancock Co.
Apollo vs. Butler Co.
March 11
Ohio Co. vs. McLean Co.
Breckinridge Co. vs. Green-
ville




Bowling Green vs. Olmstead
Glasgow vs. Metcalfe Co.
March 11
Cumberland Co. vs. Franklin
Simpson
Semifinals March 12; Final
March 13
5th at Marion Co.
March 10
Green Co. vs. Campbellsville
Washington Co. vs. North
Hardin
March 11
Taylor Co. vs. Bardstown
Elizabethtown vs. Caverna







Lou. Central vs. Pleasure
Ridge Park
Valley vs. Thomas Jefferson
Semifinals Friday; Final Sat
urday






Semifinals March II 12 at
Fern Creek; Final March 13 at
Fern Creek
OM at Heart/ CO.
Mardi
&Alin Central vs. Owen Co.
Carroll Co. vs. Eminence
March 10
Shelby Co. vs. Anderson Co.
Scott Co. vs. Oldham Co.




Salukis from the MVC race.
Steve Connor scored the last
six points of overtime, giving
him 20 for the game, as Boise
State beat Weber State for the
Big Sky title.
I By DAVE KINDRED
The Courier-Journal
LOUISVILLE — Adolph
Rupp, in his retirement,
comes to University of Ken-
tucky basketball games and
sits about 15 rows up in the
bleachers at midcourt.
Without fail, the assembled
students across the way greet
him before tipoff. "Hello,
Adolph," they shout, and the
old coach, without fail, smiles
grandly and waves to them.
It's a nice moment.
Saturday, for the first time
since he retired four years
ago, Rupp sat on the UK bench
Alongside Joe B. Hall, once a
player for Rupp, later his
assistant coach, then his
successor. They made small
talk, each laughing, and when
the UK players formed a
huddle, there was Rupf3 lithe
middle, listening to Hall.
Then it was time to in-
troduce the starting lineups.
Hall moved a few feet onto the
floor. He motioned for his old
boss to come out with him.
They stood three or four feet
apart. As the UK starters
passed him on their way to
midcourt, Rupp gave each a
slap on the rear. It was a nice
moment.
"Joe called me up and asked
me to come down on the bench
and sit beside him," Rupp said
later. "It was very en-
joyable."








Colo. (AP) — The show was
Rosi Mittermaier with a
supporting cast of Americans.
The West German superstar
won both the women's giant
slalom and special slalom
events, captured the World
Cup slalom title and became
the first world champion since
Annemarie Proell began her
reign in 1971.
And on Sunday — the day
the U.S. team capped its best-
ever showing in a World Cup
event — course No. 8 at this
young Rocky Mountain resort
was renamed "Rosi's Run."
Miss Mittermaier, at 25
already called the "old lady"
by her competitors, skied
nal Pairings
Covington Holmes vs. Camp-
bell Co.
Newport Catholic vs. Erla-
nger Lloyd
March 11
Boone Co. vs. Covington Holy
Cross
Ft. Thomas Highlands vs.
Belivue
Semifinals March 12; Final
March 13
ffilth at Mason Co.
March 10
Pendleton Co. vs. Mason Cc
Bath Co. vs. Bourbon Co.
March 11
Harrison Co. vs. Augusta
Maysville vs. Clark Co.
Semifinals March 12; Final
March 13
11th at Frankfort Sports Center
March 10
Lex. Catholic vs. Lex. Henry
Clay
Richmond Madison vs. Mer
cer Co.
March 11
Jessamine Co. vs. Estill Co
Lex. Bryan Station vs. Wood
ford Co.
Semifinals March 12; Fine
March 13
12M at Pulaski Co.
March 10
Lincoln Co. vs. Somerset
McCreary Co. vs. Garrard
Co.
March 12
Danville vs. Casey Co.
Laurel Co. vs. Monticello
Semifinals March 15, f -
March 16
13th at Union College
March 9
Middlesboro vs. Everts
Corbin vs. Clay Co.
March 10
Cawood vs. Whitley Co.
Jackson Co. vs. Pineville
Semifinals March 11-12; Fic,A 1
March 13
14th at Breathitt Co.
March 10
Letcher vs. °lice Combs
Knott Central vs. Lee Co.
March 11
Hazard vs. Whitesburg
Wolfe Co. vs. Breathitt Co.




Betsy Layne vs. Sheldon Clark
Clark
Virgie vs. Feds Creek
March 13
Johnson Central vs. Dorton
Belfry vs. McDowell
Semifinals March 15; linA l
March 16
1111% at Morehead State
March 10
Russell vs. Elliott Co.
Ashland Blazer vs. Ment,',̂
Co.
March 11
Lewis Co. vs. Greenup Co
Univ. Breckinridge vs Boyd
Co. "
Somff Ina Is March 12; F in/41
Match 13
down her course and accepted
a plaque that will com-
memorate the performances
here that confirmed her as the
best woman skier in the world.
During the three days of
competition here, which ended
Sunday, the Americans
captured one first, three
seconds and placed a total of
15 skiers in the top 15 in three
seperate events. The showing
was unprecedented, sur-
prising and had European
journalists shaking their
heads and reviling their
athletes.
The U.S. skiers didn't win,
they said; the Europeans lost.
Steve Mahre of White Pass,
Wash., set the final jewel into
the crown the U.S. team will
wear as it continues its
competition against the best
skiers in the world at Aspen,
Colo., next week.
Mahre's second-place finish
to World Cup points leader
Ingernar Stenmark of Sweden
in Sunday's slalom was his
bestever finish in Cup com-
petition. And just the day
before, his twin brother, Phil,
had finished second in the
giant slalom to Greg Jones of
Tahoe City, Calif. That was
Jones' first Cup victory.
On the first day of the three-
day event, Cindy Nelson of
Lutsen, Minn., was second to
Rost in the women's giant
slalom.
"I feel pretty good," Steve
remarked at the finish of his
run — a run good enough to
beat world champions
Gustavo Thoeni and Piero
Gros of Italy, who were third
and fourth, respectively.
"Being where rib at is good
enough."
Sterunark, whose popularity
in Sweden rivals that of tennis
star - and compatriot Bjorn
Borg, strengthened his hold on
the Cup's over-all points lead
with a victory. Gros currently
is second with Thoeni not far
back in third.
Cary Adgate of Boyne City,
Mich., was 12th in the slalom,
which was run over an 800-
meter course with 58 gates on
the first run and 62 on the
second.
Stenmark's time was
1:37.75, one-tenth of a second
faster than Mahre. Thoeni was
clocked in 1:38.51 after a bad




Ark. — Pakistan's Haman
Rahim beat Colin Dibley of





Ricardo Cano of Argentina 34,
6-2, 8-6, 7-5 to give Chile the
South American Davis Cup
tennis title.
Rupp Still Hero With
Wildcat Basketball Fans
night's game with Mississippi
State will be UK's last there.
Next year UK will play in the
new, 23,000-seat Lexington
Civic Center, where the




nationally. "So with this being
the last time Memorial
Coliseum would be on national
TV, we wanted Coach Rupp to
be a part of it," Hall said after
the game.
As Hall spoke, his locker
room was crowded with
celebrants, including a U.S.
Senator, because UK had
upset Alabama 90-85. UK took
a 14-10 won-lost record into the
game while Alabama, ranked
No. 6 in the country, was 21-3.
Alabama beat UK 76-63 six
weeks ago.
Saturday, though,
everything that has made UK
basketball what it is — the
roaring crowds, the fiery
players, the idea that, as
Adolph would say, Kentucky is
supposed to win, by gawd — it
all came together and
Alabama really had no
chance.
It was, in all, a grand day
for anyone who ever came to
adore UK basketball because
Rupp made it the standard of
greatness in America. Joe
Hall was one of the faithful 30
years ago, and Saturday was a
great day, too, for those who
believe Hall will keep Ken-
tucky at the summit. Indeed,
Rupp's very presence on
Hall's bench seemed a very
major development.
The two have never been
buddies. As competitive men
often do, they guarded their
domains jealously. Rupp
didn't want to retire at age 70.
Only the university's man-
datory regulations forced him
off the bench. Some of his
resentment spilled over onto
his successor. He seldom gave
Hall a reassuring word during
the next two seasons, when
UK's teams struggled fitfully.
Hall, in turn, said his job
was made tougher by Rupp's
physical presence — he
retained an office in the
Coliseum- as well as The
Legend.





Carlisle Co vs. Paducah
Tilghman
Sedalia vs. Marshall Co.
Murray vs. Symsonia
Paducah St. Mary vs. Fulton
Co.





South Hopkins vs. Caldwell
Co.
March 9
Christian Co. vs. Crittenden
Co.
Madisonville vs. Union Co.
Semifinals March 10; final
March 13
3rd at McLean Co.
March I




Hancock Co. vs. Central City
Ohio Co. vs McLean Co.
Semifinals March 10; Final
March 11
4th at Warren Central
March
Olmstead vs. Bowling Green
Clinton Co. vs. Allen Co.
Barren Co. vs. Chandlers
Warren Central vs. Cumber
land
Semifinals March 9; Final
March 13
5th at LaRue Co.
March 9
West Hardin vs. Camp-
bellsville
Hart Co. vs. Nelson Co.
Taylor Co. vs. East Hardin
Bethlehem vs. Caverna
Semifinals March 10-11; Final
March 13
6th at Jeff. Doss
March 9
Doss vs. Thomas Jefferson
Butler vs. Lou. Central
March 10
Iroquois vs. Pleasure Ridge
Park
Presentation vs. Fairdale
Semifinals March 11; Final
March 12
7111 at Jeff. Ballard
March I
Fern Creek vs. Manual
Sacred Heart vs. Seneca
March 10
Assumption vs. Jefferson town
Mercy vs. Eastern





Henry Co. vs. Taylorsville
Trimble Co. vs. Owen Co.
At Shelby Co.
Scott Co. vs. Shelby Co.
Anderson Co. vs. Owen Co.
Semifinals March 11; Final
%arch 13
em at Campbell Co.
March
Newport vs. Ft. Thomas
Highlands
LaSalette vs. Dixie Heights
March 1
Campbell Co. vs. Bellevue
Simon Kenton vs. Covington
Holy Cross
Semifinals March 10; Final
March 13
10th at Clark Co.
March II
Bracken Co. vs. Maysville
Paris vs. Clark Co.
March 9
Mason Co. vs. Pendleton Co.
Bath Co. vs. Harrison Co.





Richmond Model vs. Wood-
ford Co.
Mercer Co. vs. Lex. Lafayette
At Frankfort High
Lex. Bryan Station 'ita.
Jessamine Co.
Franklin Co. vs. Madison
Central
Semifinals March 9 at Frank-
IrranCk 
Co.Co; FinalF inalMarch 13 at
12th at Wayne Co.
March I
Boyle Co. vs. Lincoln Co.
Monticello vs. Nancy
March 9
Laurel Co. vs. Danville
Russell Co. vs. Wayne Co.




Cawood vs. Jackson Co.
Middlesboro vs. Corbin
March 10
Clay Co. vs. Pineville
Knox Central vs. Everts




Breathitt Co. vs. Wolfe Co.
Leslie Co. vs. Letcher Co.
March 1
Powell Co. vs. Knott Co.
Jenkins vs. Hazard
Semifinals March 10; Final
March 11
15th at Johnson Central
March
Sheldon Clark vs Pikeville
McDowell vs. Belfry
March 9
Millard vs. Johnson Central
Johns Creek vs. Betsy Layne
Semifinals March 10; Final
March 12
16th at Ashland Blazer
March, 10
Russell vs. Moran Co.
Ashland Blazer vs. vVest Car-
ter
March 11
East Carter vs. Boyd Co.
Univ. Breckinrldge vs.
Greenup Co.
Semifinals March 12; Final
March 13,
anything Saturday, Hall's
inviting Rupp to the bench. Or
maybe, after Hall took UK to
second place in the NCAA
Tournament last year, after
he had done a masterful job
this season in difficult cir-
cumstances, maybe Hall is
comfortable enough on the
job, confident enough in
himself, free of the awful
pressures of The Legend, to
share the limelight with the
man who made it all possible
in the first place.
"I'm going to be on the
bench Monday night, too,"
Rupp said.
If Rupp's appearance on the
bench had anything to do with
UK's performance Saturday,
Hall ought to reserve The
Baron a seat every night.
Kentucky played like a team
that is the best in the
Southeastern Conference.
Alabama currently is the
SEC leader. It needs to win
Monday night at Vanderbilt to
wrap up the league cham-
pionship. Meanwhile, Ken-
tucky is 10-7 in the SEC. Those
.are misleading numbers,
more appropriate for
Kissimee Institute than a
Kentucky team that should
have won the SEC.
Those are the saddest of
words, what might have been.
But no one can sum up
Kentucky's season without
reference to Rick Robey, a
marvelous player who twice
injured his knee and has
missed UK's last 10 games (12
in all).
Of UK's seven SEC losses,
five came with Robey not
playing.
Those five losses were close
games. UK lost by seven
points twice, by four points
twice and by two points once.
That's a total of 24 points.
Robey was averaging
almost 20 points a game. He's
6 feet 10, a forward whose
enthusiasm and
aggressiveness, even as a
freshman, transformed UK
from strugglers to champions
last season. In the UK locker
room Saturday, somebody
said to Robey, "Don't be
modest, Rick. Would you have
made 24 points difference in
those five losses?"
Robey was modest. "I don't
know," he said with a smile.
Hall chuckled at the idea. "1
sure would hope so," the
coach said.
And next year?
"If we just find a couple top
players to give us depth,"
Robey said, "we'll be back in
the top three or four teams in
the country."
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That's right. Your next great Corn is here. I've
got it It's a high-performance corn hybrid from
Northrup King research, especially adapted to the
growing conditions in this area. It can help you take
a big step in the yield ladder in 1976.
Phone me collect without delay for full details
how you can obtain your high-yielding NK hybrid












As of mid-February, the supply situation in March is
to look like this . . .
RED MEATS—
Beef . plentiful. Produc-
tion 8-10% above a year ear-
lier and 15% more than the
1973-75 Mar. average. Sharp
ly increased fed beef output
accounts for most of larger
supplies
Pork . . adequate, due to
seasonal increases above Feb.
levels — but still 5% below
year earlier level and 12% un-
der the Mar 1973-75 average.
POULTRY & EGGS —
Broiler-fryers . . adequate.
Production expected to be rec-
ord, about 10% above both
year earlier and 1973-75 av-
erages.
Turkey . . adequate. Ex-
pected record high off-season
marketings will be more than
offset by 25 to 30% lower
cold storage holdings; supplies
will be about 25% less than
lest year.
from $300 'to 
$W1-
on a 4340 
hp alio
From now until March 31st you can enioy
BIG SAVINGS-on Case 43-80 hp tractors. Each
of five models features standard 12 speed
synchromesh transmissions, multi-speed PTO,
and hydrostatic power steering
Plus an optional 12 speed power
shift with 4 on-the-go speeds in
each of three ranges in our
two biggest models.
Now is the time to get ready for
the spring planting season
and you can save money at
the same time
Stop in today and look over





Offer subject to availability EINE.
expected
Eggs . adequate. Produc-
tion about the same as a year
ago, but under the most re-
cent 3-year average.
MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS—
Milk and dairy products . .
adequate. Output above both
year earlier and the latest 3-
year average. Butter produc-
tion in Dec. was 7.3% below
year earlier levels, but above
the 1972-74 monthly average
for the first time since April
1975. American cheese output
up 8.5% from a year earlier
and 5.5% larger than the most
recent 3-year average. Nonfat
dry milk production continues
below previous levels, Dec. '75
being 19.5% less than a year
earlier and 5.7% below the
1972-74 monthly average. Ear-
ly Jan. commercial stocks re-
mained below both a year ear-
lier and latest 3-year monthly
average: butter, 84% under a
year earlier and 76% less than
1973-75 average; American
cheese down 27% and 6%;
nonfat dry milk, 66 and 44%.
FRUITS, VEGETABLES, NUTS
Fresh apples . . plentiful.
Dec. 31 cold storage stockt
16% greater than a year ear-
lier and 28% larger than 3-
year average.
Fresh pears . . . plentiful.
Dec. 31 cold storage holdings
(mainly D'Anjous) 5% less
than a .year earlier, but 24%
greater than 1972-74 average.
Frozen red tart cherries . .
plentiful. Dec. 31 supplies
about one-fourth larger than
both a year ago and average.
Fresh citrus fruits and juic-
es . plentiful. Early, mid.
season, and Navel orange pro-
duction about same as las/
season and 7% ahead of av-
erage. Grapefruit crop record
large, up 14% from last sea-
son and 9% larger than aver-
age. Florida frozen concentrat-
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a
were 21% above a year ear-
lier and 39% more than av
erage.
Canned non-citrus fruits
plentiful. Jan. 1 inventories of
most canned fruits were con-
siderably heavier than a year
earlier.
Raisins . . . plentiful. 1975
production 18% greater than
the heavy 1974 output. Dried
prunes . . . plentiful. Produc-
tion in 1975 about 6% larger
than in 1974.
Processed vegetables .
plentiful. The Jan. 1 canners'
stocks of 12 principal canned
vegetables were 27% larger
than a year earlier and 29%
more than 1973-75 average.
Fresh potatoes... adequate.
Feb. 1 stocks 6% below last
year's record level.
Dry onions . . . light, until
late Mar., when new crop mar-
lietings from Texas will aug-
ment shipments from storage.
Peanuts . . . plentjful, with
Dec. 31 stocks slightly higher
than 1,974. The 1975 crop
was record high by 5%. Alm-
onds . . plentiful, because of
large carryover from record '74
crop. Walnuts . plentiful, as
record 1975 crop exceeds '74
by about 25%. Pecans . . .
plentiful, with 1975 output
about 68% greater than the
small harvest of 1974.
GRAINS & LEGUMES—
Rice . . plentiful. Record
high forecast for 1975 crop —
14% above the 1974 output
and 32% more than average.
Dry beans . . . plentiful, sub-
stantially heavier output of
certain varieties despite over-
all crop 15% below 1974's.
Dry peas, plentiful due to large
carryover from 1974 crop.
Wheat . . . plentiful. Un-
changed for past 2 months,
forecast is for a record crop
19% greater than previous
high in 1974 and 27% above
the 1972-74 average.
Corn . . . plentiful for food
use. Record 1975 production
25% more than a year ear-
lier and 10% ahead of 3-year
average.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists et
the UK College of Agriculture
Many bakeries and super-
markets sell day-old baked
goods at a considerable dis-
count, and in many commu-
n ities, special stores have
been set up to market baked
goods of a particular brand
that did not sell immediately
at local stores These food
items are just as nutritious as
fresh ones and often taste
almost as well, UK Extension
foods specialists point out.
They suggest- Checking in
YOU( neighborhood to find
where such day-old baked
items can be purchased.
r\xConsi er your time and
the quali of the finished
product in deciding between
convenience foods (those
with more-than-usual services
added) and unserviced ones,
UK Extension foods special-
ists suggest Compare prices
to see if it pays to prepare a
product yourself from basic
ingredients. Sometimes, it
does not. How much you
enjoy cooking and how much
time you can spend on food
preparation should also have
much to do with your choice.
When buying luxury
snacks, compare the cost of
different kinds such as potato
chips, popped corn, corn
puffs, and pretzels. Of this
group, pretzels usually cost
less per ounce, UK Extension
foods specialists point out.
a
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SALES AND SERVICE ON






v 4320 IiidierD Extra Sharp
v 4020 John Deere
v 6030 John Deere - 390 Hours
v 4400 John Deere -
Combine Diesel
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
.. WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All KM
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN Al 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 241-6020 PHONE 153-1452 AFTER 5 PH
JUNCTION 121 & SOMA ROAD MAYHEW, KY
Get corn and beans
in fast . . .
at low cost
Purchase Equipment Co. Inc.
Phone 753-2215Hwy. 94 E.
Beautify Your Home With Aluminum Siding
installed by Aluminum Service Co.
Alcoa Siding is made with a stronger,
more rigid alloy called Super 40 Alu-
minum. An Alcoa-developed metal-
lurgical process specially tempers
the metal for increased strength.
Super 40 is stiff (easier to install and
good looking after it's up).
A special two-step finishing sys-
tem protects all Alcoa Sidings — a
primer coat and the factory-baked
coat. This means longer life for the
finish with minimal maintenance.
Alcoa Sidings are available in a
wide variety of styles, surface tex-
tures and pre-tested, decorator-
styled colors.
Best of all, the Alcoa name as-
sures a quality aluminum siding,
through every step of manufacture.
So, Choose Alcoa Siding for your
home. You'll be glad you did!






Aluminum Service Co Downtown Hazel, Ky•
































Good for the woods.
Or the neighborhood.
The four-whs.l• drive Scout ° II for '76. Its sturdy, rugged, and
depeneloble upugh to get you for on the beaten path. But
for rueming 611Pund town, it has all the comfort and con-
venience you'd wont. Plenty of room to stow groceries or
gear, kids Of campers. Internationale Scout II. Great for




Se. your Inbreational Harvester Dealer. it
Taylor Motors
S. 4th St. Inc. 753-1372
Formers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
COM • SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Distributors Of
ware Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky( Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Don Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
Gardening Tips from Extension Specielists at the
University of ICantueity College of Agrictshure
Last fall when they could
be found for sale, home
grown sweet potatoes com-
manded a price of $6 and
more per bushel Since home
gardeners who grow sweet
potatoes for sale are becom-
ing fewer and farther
between, the same situation is
also likely to exist thit year.
With this being the case, it
seems worthwhile for any gar-
dener with sufficient space to
put out a row or two of sweet
potatoes.
According to UK horticul.
turist H. C. Mohr, a 30-foot
row of plants or slips set
about 12 inches apart.in ridges
raker) up in good soil can
ordinarily be expected to pro-
duce a bushel of sweet poia•
toes. This is a pretty good
return and well worth the
effort.
Mohr says there are two
types of sweet potatoes - the
so-called -yam" which is
moist-fleshed when cooked -
and the dry-fleshed type
sometimes Identified as the
"Jersey " For years a favorite
among Eastern Kentucky gar
deners was a redskinned.
white-meated type called the
"Red Jersey '' When baked,
the flesh of this potato was
dry and almost as sweet as a
stick of sugar candy. Since it
grew long and slim, it was
usually baked and eaten with
butter It also went extra well
with redeye ham gravy or a
white flour gravy called
"poor dew"
The most common plant
form of sweet potato, says
Mohr, is a trailing vine that
spreads out over all creation,
taking root wherever the vine
touches the soil. The variety
he recommends as best for
Kentucky gardens is the Cen-
tennial.
Such behavior of a vine
that runs all over "Robin
Hood's Barn", so to speak,
and smothers out other vege-
table plants has brought the
sweet potato into disrepute
with gardeners having limited
space. Fortunately, though,
there is a bunch-type sweet
potato that does not produce
vines and has made it practi-
cal for gardeners to grow this
tasty vegetable even in small
gardens. Mohr says the only
commonly available bunch or
bush plant is "Bunch Puerto
Rico' and states that if
enough gardeners in an area
are interested, a local seed
store will probably order a
quantity for sale.
Sweet potatoes are grown
from sprouts or "slips" that
come out of old potatoes
when they are bedded out in
the spring It used to be that
making a "sweet tater bed"
was a common chore on
every farm Most gardeners
now cannot afford the time
or find the barnyard manure
necessary for making such a
bed in which to develop their
own sprouts.
Fortunately, Many mail









potato slips in the
Sweet potato plants
be put out May 10, or





Dinner by Ton or More
A good bit of a
homemaker's time is devoted
daily to planning and prepar-
ing the family's meals.
It's something that must
be done day in and day out.
Other household tasks may
be postponed or delayed for a
time, but providing good,
nutritious meals is a regular
necessity.
Well, the farmer is in much
the same situation. The farm
livestock family—beef cat-
tle, hogs or whatever—must
Have We Got
A Truck For You!
C60 Conventional Cab w/Stake Body
C10 Silverado Fleetside Pickup












eat regularly, too. Just like
the wise homemaker, the
farmer wants to feed his fam- •
ily as efficiently as possible.
When you're cooking for a
spouse and two or three
youngsters, it's much more
efficient to make a single
meal at one time than to pre-
pare individual servings for
each at separate times. It
saves in actual food used and
energy consumed. Also, you
want to make the most
efficient use of the time
spent in preparing and serv-
ing the meal.
The farmer or rancher has
the same concerns when ft's
a penful of hogs or a hungry
herd of cattle. He wants to
feed them quickly, keeping
his time involved in labor to a
minimum.
One way is to handle a din-
ner for an entire herd of cat-
tle at one time. Hay, a staple
of livestock, can be put up in
large packages by machines
like the Sperry New Holland
Round Baler. Other equip-
ment, the Bale Mover or
Bale Handler, can serve up
to three tons of these bales in
a single operation.
Or, in the case of hogs, a
Sperry New Holland
grinder/mixer can prepare a
meal of several hundred
pounds.
Efficiency-minded farmers
utilizing machines like these
account for the high level of
agricultural productivity
that is unmatched in history.
The farmer must make a
sizable investment for this
productivity. And it's an in-
vestment whose dividends












THE COMMON GROUND OF FARMER AND HOMEMAKER
The two extreme ends of the food cycle are the
farmer and the homemaker.
The farmer begins the cycle by growing the
crops and raising the livestock.
The cycle ends with the homemaker who buys
the food for family consumption.
But between the two lies a massive area. Often,
it is represented by a great physical distance in
miles. Also, there are numerous interim groups
who handle the food, including transporters,
processors, brokers, wholesalers and retailers.
Finally, there is the overall effect this entire
chain has on the price of food—that difference
between what the farmer receives for his "taw
farm products and what the homemaker pays for
an item of food in the store.
In the "Field to Family" series in this section of
Modern Farming, Sperry New Holland concen-
trates on these two ends of the food cycle—the
farmer and the homemaker—and things they
have in common.
In a single word, this common ground boils
down to "efficiency." The farmer and rancher,
combining their own initiative and hard work
with modern mechanization, are continuing
traditional roles of making their operations more
efficient. The fact that the overall production of
agriculture is twice as efficient as other industry
is ample support of how the farmer is succeeding
in his efforts.
The "Field to Family" series, designed for
homemaker readers in particular and consumers
in general, strives to show how the major goal of
the farmer and homemaker is the same. That's to
perform agricultural operations as efficiently as
possible and thereby economically provide the
food and fiber each family needs and to operate a
home as efficiently as possible, including the
daily need to provide good, nutritious meals.
Mr Fanner
We have a place
just for you
'Oa end Peeler Sexing
'Oak and PepelIt Framing
'Mid dried YeSew Pine Fronting
'Treated x Sold* Pest op to 24 Foot
*Creosote hoes Pests
*Creosote 2 x A's
'Fitiedng Lumber
'Mead befing, Nob, Food,. Wire
*Plyweed, Partlele Beard
'Troth end Wages Bed Materiel






(mixt door to Bailey Lumber Company)
A
Bus. •Al.:1111
ti; I Akt 61011
,
PURCHASE TIRE MART •
—
Complete Tire Service
El Dorado Tires CBI Tires
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Passenger cars including a complete
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires
Purchase Tire Mart
East Main at Industrial Road
753-7111 — Max Keel, Mgr.
A7TENTION
MR. FARMER
When Can I Begin -
To Receive Payments?
Under Federal law, no payments
can be made to you before you reach
age 591/2, unless you become per-
manently disabled. If your death
should occur sooner, funds in your
account will be paid to your named
beneficiary. You must begin to
receive payments from your ac-
count by the time you reach age
701/2.
To actually receive the funds, you
simply notify us of the date you wish
payments to begin. We will supply
you wan the appropriate forms,
upon which you can elect to receive
either a lump sum or periodic an-
nullity payments.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
We've got Spring Fever prices on all
new MF farm tractors under 80 pto hp.





















Come on in see for yourself—you




Psychiatric Expert To Return
To Stand In Hearst Trial Today
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
psychiatric expert who has
disputed Patricia Hearst's
claim that she helped rob a
bank under fear of death was
scheduled to return to the
FAST FILM SERVICE
Wag Cater Si Mob Plea Free
Album Page
As Low As. $2.99 per roll
Artcreft
111S.126 753-11PS


































































Dr. Joel Fort's appearance
Friday touched off some
courtroom fireworks that left
both U.S. Atty. James L.
Browning, Jr. and defense
counsel F. Lee Bailey tense
with rage.
Bailey was particularly
angered at one of Browning's
questions, and U.S. District
Court Judge Oliver J. Carter
postponed until today a ruling














37 Complain 46 Bird s home
39 Precipitous 48 Cut
40 Eats 50 Man
42 Touts nickham•











/ REAL& NEED A NEW
SHORTSTOP THIS ''EAR., IM
WILLIN6 /0 TRADE MARCIE
FOR SNOOPY HOW A8C4gIT? 
-AMONO 1)E41, TUE "4441a),
AN O 'MINOR TREA9VRE
CHAMBERS,.
be allowed to stand.
The lawyers debated the
question for more than 20
minutes before Carter said he
would think about Bailey's
argument over the weekend.
Bailey had snapped to his
feet when Browning asked
Fort if, in his professional
opinion, the 22-year-old
newspaper heiress "par-
ticipated in the bank robbery
because she was in fear of
death or great bodily injury."
Fort, testifying for the
government, replied, "No," as
Bailey yelled his objection and
furiously told the judge that
only the jury had a right to
answer that question.
The defense attorney
argued that "the ultimate
issue" in the trial was whether
Miss Hearst voluntarily joined
in the April 1974 bank robbery
with the Symbionese
Liberation Army "soldiers"
who kidnaped her in February
1974.
Miss Hearst 'testified that
she participated in the holdup
to avoid being killed by the
SLA.
Browning said the gover-
nment should be allowed to get
professional opinions on her
mental state on the day of the
holdup because the defense
presented three psychiatrists
who said she suffered
"traumatic neurosis" brought
on by the period she spent with
the SLA before the robbery.
Fort, a critic of sensational
trials, was the first
prosecution psychiatric ex-
pert to testify in the rebuttal




























be submitted by 12
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JOHN Di NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.





of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p
m. or weeltends.
REDUCE SAFE and fast
with GoBese Tablets
and E-Vap "water pills"
Holland Drug Store, 109
South 4th, Murray.
RAYMOND HENSLEY
now associated with Bill
Riley at the Down-




100 South 13 Street
Flies, Pooches




teach night or day and
night, on Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday






kitchen help. No phone











































You must have a
successful rork or self
employment history.
Sales background op-





at the Best Western
in Paducah. Phone:
(502)442-7341.














Full time office girl,
Reply in writing to







Apply in person at
Long John Silvers,
South 12th. Between
10 a. m.-noon, and 2
p. m. to 4 p. m. Ask
for Ted Maggard.
























Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',
long. Call 354-6392 or 753-
8560.
FIREWOOD for sale by




model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
SAVE $30 on 10 cu. ft.
upright freezer has
glide-out basket, 2 in-
















IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
SPECIAL 10" chain link
fence with 14ii" 0 D. top
rail 1%" 0. D. line post
and tie wires, $1.31 cents
per It. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates sad bull
gates. Sizes 12'-16 For
all your fencing needs
call 444-6865 A. A. A.
Feace Co.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple













price. $29.95. Call or
write Martha Hopper,
Route 5, Benton, Ky. 1-
354-8619.
FARM EQUIPMENT for
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.




watts, 115-230 volts, good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753.8560.
JOHN DEERE mower, 75
model, 16 h. p., 48" cut,
plow and hitch, 250
hours. 1973 Ford pickup,
power steering,
automatic, disc brakes,




Call 1454-6392 or 753-
8560.
CRAWLER LOADER
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.
22' CORN elevator on
wheels, 6 12' metal
gates, 114' metal gate, 1
10' metal gate, 2 10'
wooden gates. All
factory made. Call 492-
8726.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-99M,
MARANTZ PRE-AM/P















1973 MARK TWAIN boat,
motor and trailer, walk
through windshield, 115
H. P. outboard, like new.




One 5 h.p. with 71,2 h.p.
motor, 120 gallon tank,
new. One 2 h.p. new, all
types new and used
electric motors. Q1111
commercial vacuum
cleaner. No phone calls





after 3 p. m. 753-7135.
FOR SALE 36' STAR-
DUST houseboat..
Bought new in 1972.
Sleeps six. Two 55 h.*.
motors, fully equipped
galley, gas grill. 1l0-
volt and gas light
system. Carpeting
side, astro turf on










































































































































made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,




Pay 99" fer Issedletioe pies
$4.95 ler tie 1* wee* NW
receive Ind woe* service






11 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
12 x N MOBILE HOME.





1175 VIKING, 12 x 70, 3
bedroom, bath and half,






call 753-8550 after 4p. m.
FOR SALE AT Pine Bluff
Shores, trailer with
large living room and
bedroom attached. All
under one roof. Lot 100'
x 200'. Will finance.
Phone 753-1449 after 5 p.
m.
1173 12 x 65, 3 bedroom,
bath and Y2, with air
condition, completely
set up. Extra nice. A
real bargain. See at
Riviera Cts., or call 753-
3280.
12 x 44, TWO bedroom,
gas heat. For in-
formation call 753-8218
after 3:30 p.m.





16th Street. Call 753-
3855.














32. Apartments For Rent
LARGE BASEMENT
apartment, fireplace,
close to campus. 4120.00
month. Utilities paid.
Call 753-2562 after 7 p.m.
THREE ROOM apart-
ment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished, apartment.




apt. Located at 3084
North 6th. $60.00 per
month plus utilities. Call
753-1960 after 6:00.
THREE BEDROOM
duplex, extra clean. Call
753-6096 after 5p. m.
FURNISHED AND un-
furnished, apartments
available March 1. Call
753-4331.
FURNISHED APART-









paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8468.





ments, South 16th, Call
753-6609.












Repair Work, New Construction and Reroofing,
Johns-Manville approved contractor.





1VM FOR JACK50t4. Hd$
NO MANDY- CleiMBY
1JKB THE REST.












35 Fer''T) f o r Rrry,
FARM LAND FOR rent.
45 acres of beans or










lines. Call 753-6412 or
iiiiiiiiiiiill
YARD .SALE -505 South
6th, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. 9 a. m. U.?
Rain or shine, antiques,
glassware, Avon, fur-
niture and old coins.
MACHINERY
Auction
Vleiseedey, Marti 10, 14
es. Donis Audits Dere,
Berea, Ky. ea Ilipitirey 64.
Amid estasipagat ode.
/rectors, cookieses, beim,
Own, du burrows, nevi*
ortechime. beg
dm 1942 WIC trader, 14
speed silt Iry bey. Lots
owl lets of Fern Alechisery.
This ell be en di Amy sole.







BE THE first in Calloway





the tracts can be
measured in hectares
we still sell them for




505 Main St., Murray,




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.




Northwest corner East Poplar and S. 2nd St., Murray, Ky. 3L2
story brick building containing approx. 60,000 sq. ft., Elevator,
Sprinkler System, ample Electric Service, Restrooms, Office
area. Lot 200 1300. Asphalt parking lot 69 x 156.
Adjoining lot with 17,500 sq. ft. containing corregated metal




Bank and Trust Co.
Louisville, Ky. 40201
Just listed. Near
city. Brick 3 gr., Ph
baths, on large lot.
Built-ins, carpet.
cen. gas heat, central
air and best of all
priced for a quick
sale.
Can't find the dream
home you want? Why
not buy a lot and
build your own
dream home just as
you would like it. We
have large Lake lots,
country lots and city


















Goy Spews • 753-3101
Weise Doter • 753-2409
led Pend - 7534941
Led D. Cale • 753-97/3
Pranks Dew • 7534725
THIS WEEK's Special.
Just listed. 5 miles from
town. 3 bedroom, 1 bath
brick. Storage building,
on 12 acres of fine flat
land. If you want elbow
room this is the place.
LARGE BRICK HOME at
Coldwater, only 10 years
old, in top condition,
oversized 2 car garage,
on 1 acre lot. Four
bedrooms, den or could
be used easily as a 2








near University, 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 baths,
central gas heat, large
living room with
fireplace, dining room,
and kitchen with break-
fast area. $31,300. Call
753-8080 or contact Boyd-




Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers

















lot in Sherwood Forrest.
105' x 160'. Call after 6p.
m., 753-8058.
Sale
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately' 2000 sq,
ft. on double loi in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
BEAUTIFUL BRICK






large back yard with
shade trees, $14,000.00
on llth Street. Call 753-
7974 or 753-1877 or 753-
0704.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone







Call 753-0965 after 5.
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big
family or renters help
pay. Owner, 753-2562.
TWO BEDROOM house








Priced to sell at
$10,500. Phone 753-
0675.
BY OWNER NEW 3
bedroom brick ranch, 2
baths, family room, with
fireplace, built-ins,
large utility room, at-
tached 2 car garage,
$37,400. Oak Estate. Call
753-3833.
LARGE 10 room frame
house, 2 baths, central
gas heat, air con-
ditioning Carpeting, 2




in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 14 bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet




1972 YAMAHA 350, good
condition $375.00. Call
435-4287.





running bike. In good






1971 NICE ONE owner
Pontiac Ventura. Small
V4, automatic, good gas
mileage Call 489-255.
19 Used Cars '




red with two tops. New
engine $1 600. Call 753-
2211.
HP ONE TON DODGE
pickup, best offer. Call
474-2778.
me MALIBU, 2 door




$1,250 or best offer. Call
753-3794.
SHARP 1973 Monte Carlo,
power steering, brakes,





clean, will trade. 1109
Circarama Drive.
WE DODGE MUCK C-
500. Long wheel base, 22'




1171 COMET, A-1 con-
dition. Call 753.2858 after
4 p. m.
1173 GREEN TWO door









factory air, 8,000 miles
on new engine, new
brakes, new shocks and
exhaust system. 28
miles per gallon. $875.00.




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One how- from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
E262. This is a dealers
auction.
1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles, $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
19 11.rd L. a If
1173 VW SUPER BeeUe
$2,000 flat. Call 753-7838.
50 Cim'aer
HP COACHIRAN camper,
1975 model. 1973 350
Honda. Call 753-8024
after 5.
1971 VW CAMPER. Re-
built engine, good
condition. Asking $2,100.
Call 753-0362 after 4:30.
1973 COACHMAN travel
trailer, living room tip
out, full bath, roof an-
tenna, air conditioned.








INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
WILL DO general farm
work. Experienced.





and exterior by the hour















WILLING TO DO work in
garden. Low wages. Call
753-9982 between 3:00 p
m. to 5p. m.
CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All





home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.











Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hih-
Burger.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
DRIVEWAYS AND
parking areas, white









struction Co. flout, 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, 1(y.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
-;
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South




efficient service. No job
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Commercial, residential, industrial & refrigeration








Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
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Glenn Warren Wins Top Award In Barrow Show
The carcass of a 210-pound
Hampshire hog, exhibited by
Glenn Warren, Hardin, was
judged the best of 70 animals
,entered in the West Kentucky
Barrow Show, held at Murray
State University.
When dressed, the grand
champion animal, which was
judged third in the adult
lightweight competition in the
on-foot contests, produced a
ham and loin percentage of
46.2.
Its carcass measured 30.8
inches with an average of 1.1
inches of backfat taken in
three measurements. Its loin
eye measurement was 5.5
square inches.
The animals were shown
and judged on foot at the
University's Laboratory
Farm before being taken to
Union City, Tenn., to be
processed and the carcasses
graded. Winners were an-
nounced at a banquet Thur-
sday night.
In second place, and graded
reserve champion, was the
carcass of a 225-pound
Yorkshire exhibited by Tim
Rives, 17, a junior at Lowes
High School and the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Vantrreme Rives,
Route 1, Hickory.
Rives' animal prodUced 46.1
percentage of ham and loin,
had a carcass length of 31.8
inches, 1.0 inches of backfat
and a 6.1-square-inch loin eye.
On foot, the animal placed
first in the youth heavyweight
division.
David Glidewell, Clinton,
captured third place honors
with a 200-pound crossbred
animal, which produced a
ham and loin percentage of
46.0. Its over-all carcass
length was 29.9 inches, and its
backfat measured 1.5 inches
and a 4.6-square-inch loin eye.
On foot, the third-place animal
was not ranked.
Eighty-nine entrants, 159
young people and 27 adults,
participated in the two-day
show, which has been held
regularly on the Murray State
campus for many years. The
Reelfoot Packing Co., Union
City, which processed the
animals following the on-foot
competitions, presented the
loins of the top carcasses to
the show officials to be sold at
auction during the banquet




Miss Laura Belle Thompson
of 403 South Eighth Street,
Murray, died Saturday at 7:10
p.m. She was stricken ill at
her home and pronounced
dead on arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The deceased was 85 years
of age and was a member of a
United Methodist Church at
Paducah. She resided in
Paducah until six years ago
when she retired from the
Claussner Hoisery Mill,
Paducah, and moved to
Murray to reside with her
sister, Mrs. Jesse Stom. Born
February 27, 1891, in Graves
County, she was the daughter
of the late Newton Thompson
and Louisa Williams Thom-
pson.
Miss Thompson is survived
by three sisters, Mrs. Jesse
(Tennie B.) Stom, 403 South
Eighth Street, Murray, and
Miss Arah Thompson and
Mrs. Alice Cook, both of
Paducah; several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Gordon Downs of
Madisonville and Rev. Aaron
McWherter officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White playing the
organ.
Serving as pallbearers
are Aubrey, Thomas, and
James Stom, Eugene
McWherter, Johnny Lane, and
Gene Thurman, Burial will be




Mrs. Oren ( Goble) Simmons
of Hazel Route Two died this
morning at 8:55 at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. She was
75 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the New
Providence Church of Christ.
She and her husband, Oren,
who survives, were married
August 11, 1923. Born March
31, 1900, in Henry County,
Term., she was the daughter of
the late John Hutson and
Elizabeth Cooper Hutson.
Mrs. Simmons is survived
by her husband; one daughter,
Mrs. Louise (Sue) Carr,
Benton Route Seven; two
grandchildren, Mrs. Randle
(Wand Sue) Griggs, Benton
Route Nine, and Michael Carr,
Benton Route Seven; one
great granddaughter,
Amanda Griggs; two sisters,
Mrs. Jesse (Ruby) Dick and
Mrs. Rob ( Tennie ) Duncan,




incomplete but friends may
call at the Blalock-Coleman




Ernest Vickers, grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman
Vickers of Kirksey, died
Friday at eleven p. m. at Ford
Hospital, Detroit, Mich. He
was 21 years of age.
Survivors are his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William Lee
Vickers, Detroit, Mich.; two
sisters, Mrs. Doris Jean Kelly,
Calvert City, and Mrs. Linda
Taylor, Madison Heights,
Mich.; two brothers, Gary Lee
Vickers and Ronald Edward
Vickers, Detroit, Mich.;
grandpal:ents, Mrs. Hattie
Croley of Benton Route Six
and Mr. and Mrs. Thurman
Vickers of Kirksey.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at 1:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. Roy
Brown officiating. Burial was





James Albert Ragsdale of
Murray Route Three died
suddenly from an apparent
heart attack at his home on
Saturday at 12:30 p. m. He was
53 years of age.
The Calloway County man
had been employed at the
Murray Division of the
Tappan Company since
October 7, 1946, in the
maintenance department. He
was a member of the Sugar
Creek Baptist Church and was
born January 2, 1923, to
Golden and Hattie Lee
Ragsdale who survive.
Mr. Ragsdale is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Anna Mary
Dilday Rasdale, to whom he
was married on April 20, 1946,
one daughter, Teresa Ann
Ragsdale, Murray Route
Three; three sons, Jimmy
Ragsdale, Murray Route
Eight, Larry Ragsdale, 115
South 12th Street, Murray, and
Donald Keith Ragsdale,
Murray Route Three; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Golden
Ragsdale, Murray Route
Three; two sisters, Mrs. Rafe
( Helen) Brooks, Dexter Route
One, and Mrs. Thomas ( Laura
Alice) Phelps, Louisville; one
brother, W. C. Ftagsdale,
Murrray Route Three; one
granddaughter, Jennifer
Holly Ragsdale, 115 South 12th
Street, Murray.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev.
Gerald Owen officiating and
the Sugar Creek Quartet
providing the song service.
Pallbearers are Gerald and
Joe Walker, James T. Rose,
Guy Luther, Harley Barnett,
and Clyde Hale. Burial will be
in the Friendship Cemetery.
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The ancient Egyptians were great
engineers and architects. They in-
vented taxes, credit and
bookkeeping. They never made
coins as we know them but they did
use metal rings as money.
As you prepare to file your inc
you had a canceled check f•












Funeral services for Mrs.
Roma Dodson were held
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev.
Jerrell White and Rev. Loyd
Perrin officialjpg and Mrs.




McNeely, Elmer Sholar, and
Mason Billington. Burial was
in the Arlington Cemetery.
Mrs. Dodson, age 78, died
Friday at 9:15 p.m. at the
Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. Born November 20,
1817, in Carlisle County, she
was the daughter of the late
Jessie Dowdy and Della
Hartsfield Dowdy.
Survivors are one son,
William E. ( Bill) Dodson,
Murray Route Seven, Lynn
Grove Road; one grand-
daughter, Mrs. Billy Joe
(Charlotte) Hodge, Columbia,
S. C.; three grandsons, Buddy
and Jimmy Dodson and Mike
McDonald of Murray; three
great grandchildren.
Mrs. Dodson was preceded
in death by one daughter, Mrs.
Louise McDonald, and one
son, Maurice Dodson.
Mrs. Grace May Of
Evansville Dies
Mrs. Grace May of Evan-
sville, Ind., passed away last
week in Our Lady of Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She had
been living with her daughter,
Dolores, for the past four
months.
Mrs. May's husband,
Joseph, preceded her in death
in Jan. 1964. Survivors include
two daughters, Dolores
Zinkovich, Pine Bluff Shores,
Hamlin; and Jo Ann Purdie of
Evansville, 11 grandchildren
and two great grandchildren.
Three sisters also survive,
Mary Mossberger and Celia
Futrell of Evansville and
Blanche Vogel in Sylacauga,
Ala.
Funeral services were
conducted in Evansville. Mass
was solemnized at 9:30 a. m.
Friday, Mar. 5 in St.
Anthony's Catholic Church




By The Associated Press
Four persons were killed in
weekend traffic accidents in
Kentucky, boosting the count
to 115 for the year.
State Police said Eric
Shawn Williams, 5, Lewisport,
was killed in a crash at the
Hancock-Daviess County line.
Clifford Sovercool, Evan-
sville, died from injuries
suffered in a two car crash on
Kentucky 359 nearly four
miles from Morganfield.
Lonnie Tipton of near
Finchville was injured fatally
when the car in which he was
riding crashed about five
miles north of Taylorsville.
The fourth death recorded
Sunday was that of Steve Allen
Harper, 23, Pleasureville, who
died when an auto smashed
up
There were 146 highway
deaths at this time last year
Thursday
The show is sponsored
annually by the Kentucky
Deaprtment of Agriculture in
cooperation with the Exten-







Robert L. Whitten, director
of the Division of Criminology
and Corrections in the College
of Business and Public Affairs
at Murray State University,
has been appointed as a
commissioner to the Kentucky
Advisory Commission on
. Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals.
His appointment by the
Kentucky Department of
Justice carries with it the
immediate assignment to
serve on the Corrections Task
Force, which will recommend
improvements in state
correctional programs based
upon work done by the Task
Force and supporting
professional staff in the
Department of Justice.
"In order to provide the
broadest possible range of
input, the Task Force will
consist of lay citizens and
criminal justice professionals
representing all areas of
justice," Whitten said.
Findings and recom-
mendations of the Task Force
will be reviewed and con-




similarly be reconciled by the
commission to speed up im-
plementation of desirable
changes.
Whitten is currently serving
as the Kentucky chairman of
the American Criminal
Justice Association, as
president of the Kentucky
Association of Criminal
Justice Educators, and as
president of the Jackson
Purchase chapter of the
Kentucky Council on Crime
and Delinquency. He has been
a consultant to numerous
criminal justice agencies and
has served as an expert
witness to judicial tribunals
Rogers To Present
Recital On Tuesday
Carl Rogers, baritone, will
present a faculty recital at
Murray State University at
8:15 p.m. on Tuesday, March
9, in the Farrell Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
He will be assisted by
Russell Terhune, pianist, who
is also a member of the faculty
in the Department of Music at
-Murray State.
Rogers, who has taught
voice at the university since
1961, earned both bac-
caluareate and master's
degrees in voice at North
Texas State University in
Denton. He is presently a
doctoral candidate in voice at
the University of Illinois.
He is well-known over a
wide area as both performer
and voice clinician.
Among the composers
represented in his recital will
be songs by John Dowland,
Handel, Schubert, Schumann,
Duparc, Vaughan-Williams,
and Peter Warlock. The public
is invited to attend the recital
at no admission charge.
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Three Aides Work Behind
Scenes For Administration
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — "Once
they say to me, 'House bill so-and-so is
the way we want it, pass it,' it's my job
to see that it is passed," said William
Cox, the man who guides legislation
backed by Gov. Julian Carroll safely
through the Kentucky General
Assembly.
Cox, the governor's special assistant,
is the most visible of the three men who
drive Carroll's quiet, low-profile, but
effective legislative steamroller.
The others are Jackson White, the
governor's general counsel, and state
Finance Commissioner William Scent.
One Republican, Larry Hopkins of
Lexington, has spoken of the roles of
White, Cox and Scent in terms of "the
James boys—Frank, Jesse and Cole
Younger.
"Cole (Scent) cases the place, Frank
( White) lays out the plan, and Jesse
(Cox) rides in and holds up the bank,"
Hopkins said.
Hopkins was talking about how Scent
sizes up the cost and financial sound-
ness of proposals by Carroll or state
agencies, White writes up the bills and
Cox gets them passed.
Cox himself described the process in
less colorful, but no less certain, terms.
"Now, I work almost 100 per cent on
administration bills. Scent worries
about fiscal matters, the economic
impact. Jack worries about the
content," he said.
Each week, Jack gives me a
summary showing the status of ad-
ministration bills, those the governor
wants passed," he said, "I break this
down by committees . . how many
votes I've got.
"If I don't have the votes, I ask the
chairman to hold it and work on the
people voting against it. If I have the
votes, I ask the chairman to get it out,
send it to Rules (Committee) and to the
floor,
"Then I start worrying about head
count," he said. "Do I have enough
votes to pass it? If I do, I ask Bobby
(House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson) to bring it out. If I don't, I
ask kim to keep it up there until I can
work on it."
Cox contends Carroll tried initially to
let the General Assembly operate on its
own.
'The governor said, 'All right, boys.
You want to run it—run it. We'll send up
our bills, and you help us when you
can.' And they didn't do anything. So
Julian had to step in, just to save his
own program.
"Julian had the biggest majorities in
history in both the primary and general
elections. Everybody came to Frank-
fort saying 'Carroll's running the
show.' And they didn't do anything until
he started running the show," Cox said.
Richardson admits that under this
system, the General Assembly, in-
dependent or not, runs smoothly.
"I'd have to say that Cox and White
have made my ii!+ b easier," the
majority leader said. "I think you'd
have to say they keep down con-
troversy."
Administration Bills Expected
To Pass House Without Problems
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
While legislators try
desperately to push their pet
bills in the final two weeks of
the Kentucky General
Assembly, some unfinished
business by Gov. Julian
Carroll moves on inexorably.
'the House, meeting two
hours earlier than usual
Monday afternoon, will take
up four separate ad-
ministration bills, and als-
solutely no difficulty is ex-
pected.
One is Carroll's proposed
fund for economic aid from
some proceeds of the coal
severance tax.
The other is a somewhat
related proposal for an area
development fund to be shared
by many more counties.
The third is to use some of
the coal tax to establish a
Kentucky Highway Authority
as the conduit to start con-
struction of a new 43-mile
Kentucky Highway 80 between
Hazard and the Prestonsburg
area.
The fourth is part of a broad
consumer package unveiled
early in the session by Carroll.
It would give the attorney
general broad power to act
anytime he believes someone
is Monopolizing or conspiring
to restrain trade or com-
merce.
The consumer package
includes 12 proposals, some of
which pleasantly astonished
consumer advocates who did
not dream Carroll would go
along with almost all their
legislation.
However, the new car
"lemon" bill, now in the House
Labor and Industry Com-
mittee, may not emerge in the
"ideal" form.
Reliable sources indicate
the broad measure now
awaiting the signal to come
out of committee may be
replaced—to the comparative
satisfaction of auto dealers,
who have been wailing about
the economic consequences of
Institute On International
Relations Scheduled At MSU
The Department of Political
Science and Public
Administration at Murray
State University has an-
flounced plans for an eight-




This year's institute, the
third such activity to be
funded on the Murray State
campus by the American Bar
Association, will focus on
foreign policy making with
special emphasis upon the
influence of economics on
those policies, according to
Dr. Farouk Umar, chairman
of the department.
"A comparison will be made
between democratic and
communist nations as to how
foreign policy goals are
determined and the role
played by economics in the
process," he said.
The major purpose of the
institute, he went on, is to aid
teachers in developing further
their understanding of this
"timely and important con-
cept."
Periodically, guest lec-
turers from off, as well as on
the campus will be invited to
present their views on dif-
ferent aspects of the subject,
Dr. Umar said.
Three to six semester hours
of graduate credit can be
earned by attending the in-
stitute and applied toward a
degree, certification or
renewal of certification by
registering the courses of-
fered: POL 556, American
Foreign Policy, to be taught
from 11 a. m. until noon
Mondays through Fridays
from June 14 to August 6; and
POI. 647, Seminar in Com-
parative Government and
Regional Studies, to be offered
from 1 until 4 p. m. Mondays
AfiET TONIGHT
The Cumberland Pres-
byterian Women of North
Pleasant Grove Church will
meet tonight ( Monday ) at
seven p.m. at the home of
Sonya Speight with Emma
Dean Lawson as program
leader.
through Fridays, June 14
through July 2. Anyone
desiring only three semester
hours of credit must register
for POL 64 7.
All Murray State students,
including graduate students,
are eligible to enroll.
A number of partial
scholarships also are
available, information upon
which may be obtained by
contacting the Director, ABA
Institute, Department of





As envisioned by consumer
advocates a new law would
allow an aggrieved motorist to
obtain either a refund or a new
car if the purchased specimen
turns out to be hopelessly
defective.
An administration source
said the thrust now is in terms
of narrowing the "hopeless"
defect to the power train of the
automobile—the motor, dif-
ferential and transmission.
Of course, that's guaran-
teed, usually up to high
mileage, by the manufacturer
anyway. But the thinking is
that if the power train cannot
be satisfactorily repaired
after three major efforts in the
shop, the customer should be
entitled to a new car.
When Carroll disclosed his
consumer package last
January, he mentioned the
"lemon" car bill, but gave no
specifics.
"We've talked to all sides
about this," the official said.
"Our view is that the bill
would be beneficial to both
consumer and dealer."
Two conflicting measures
dealing with automobiles and
designed to give car buyers a
tax break—one more and one
less—come up for House
action Tuesday.
The earlier version requires
the 5 per cent usage tax to be
based on the actual rather
than often-inflated sticker
price of a new car. So does a
later administration bill.
The earlier version also
allows the trade-in for a used
car to be deducted before the
tax is imposed, and that would
cost the state Revenue
Department perhaps $17
million annually in lost taxes.
So the administration has
knocked that portion out of its
measure, and the House can
take its choice.
In the Senate, the ERA
struggle continues to take up
an inordinate amount of time,
and more maneuvering can be
expected Monday.
An attempt to pull an anti-
ERA resolution out of
committee failed last Friday,
partly due to Lt. Gov. Thelma
Stovall's pro-feminist stance.
But the effort to rescind the
1972 legislature's approval of






— Jimmy L. Bramley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Bramley, 506 N. Second St.,
Murray, recently was
promoted to Army private'
first class while serving with
the 25th Infantry Division at
Schofield Barracks, Hawaii.
PFC Bramley is a clerk with
Company A of the division's
65th Engineer Battalion.
The private entered the
Army in 1975 and completed
basic training at Ft. Knox, Ky.
A 1972 graduate of Murray
High School, he attended
Murray State University.
Farm Markets
Federal State Market News Service
March 8. 196
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act. 1660 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts .25-.60 lower Sows steady .63 higher
US 1-2 200230 lbs. 14630-46. 75 some 47.00
US 14300-240 1bs. 145.00-46.10
US 24 240400 lbs 546.26-46.00
US 3-4 280460 Its 844 . 5-45 . 25
Sows
US 1-2 270450 lbe 1140.00-41.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs $39.50-40 50
US 1-3 450-6.50 Its 841 0042.00
US 3-3300.600 lbs. . $39.00-40.00
Boars 32.40-34 00
Patman, Dean Of House, Is no,
Dead After Stricken With Flu
WASHINGTON (AP)—Rep.
Wright Patman, dean of the
House of Representatives who
spent much of his 47 years in
the chamber battling big
banks and corporations, is
dead after being stricken with
the flu.
Patman, ea, was admitted to
Bethesda Naval Medical
Center on Feb. 26 for treat-
ment of influenza and two
days later was placed in in-
tensive care after developing
pneumonia. He died there
Sunday morning.
The Texas Democrat was
serving in his 24th 'term in the
House. He had annotieced Jan.
14 that he would step down at
the end of the 94th Congress
next January.
The White House released a
statement expressing
President Ford's "deep regret
and sadness upon learning of
the death of his friend of many
years stanking."
Patman's "decades of
outstanding service to the
House of Representatives and
to our nation has served as an
inspiration to all who knew
and worked with him. His
dedication to principle and his
tireless efforts on behalf of all
our citizens will long be
remembered," Ford said.
House Speaker Carl Albert,
D-Okla., said, "No member
who has served in the House
during this century will make
a more enduring impact on the
House of Representatives and
the nation than Wright
Patman."
Using his chairmanship of
the House Banking and
Currency Committee, Patman
launched numerous attacks on
the Federal Reserve System,
its tight money policies and
hanks which he felt had grown
too large and powerful.
He chaired the committee
from 1963 until January 1975,
when an influx of post-
Watergate freshmen
representatives bent on
changing Congress ousted
him.
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